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Photoacoustic computed tomography(PACT), also known as optoacoustic tomography (OAT),
is an emerging imaging technique that has developed rapidly in recent years. The combi-
nation of the high optical contrast and the high acoustic resolution of this hybrid imaging
technique makes it a promising candidate for human breast imaging, where conventional
imaging techniques including X-ray mammography, B-mode ultrasound, and MRI suer
from low contrast, low specicity for certain breast types, and additional risks related to
ionizing radiation. Though signicant works have been done to push the frontier of PACT
breast imaging, it is still challenging to successfully build a PACT breast imaging system and
apply it to wide clinical use because of various practical reasons. First, computer simulation
studies are often conducted to guide imaging system designs, but the numerical phantoms
employed in most previous works consist of simple geometries and do not reect the true
anatomical structures within the breast. Therefore the eectiveness of such simulation-
guided PACT system in clinical experiments will be compromised. Second, it is challenging
xv
to design a system to simultaneously illuminate the entire breast with limited laser power.
Some heuristic designs have been proposed where the illumination is non-stationary during
the imaging procedure, but the impact of employing such a design has not been carefully
studied. Third, current PACT imaging systems are often optimized with respect to physical
measures such as resolution or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It would be desirable to establish
an assessing framework where the detectability of breast tumor can be directly quantied,
therefore the images produced by such optimized imaging systems are not only visually ap-
pealing, but most informative in terms of the tumor detection task. Fourth, when imaging
a large three-dimensional (3D) object such as the breast, iterative reconstruction algorithms
are often utilized to alleviate the need to collect densely sampled measurement data hence a
long scanning time. However, the heavy computation burden associated with iterative algo-
rithms largely hinders its application in PACT breast imaging. This dissertation is dedicated
to address these aforementioned problems in PACT breast imaging. A method that gener-
ates anatomically realistic numerical breast phantoms is rst proposed to facilitate computer
simulation studies in PACT. The non-stationary illumination designs for PACT breast imag-
ing are then systematically investigated in terms of its impact on reconstructed images. We
then apply signal detection theory to assess dierent system designs to demonstrate how an
objective, task-based measure can be established for PACT breast imaging. To address the
slow computation time of iterative algorithms for PACT imaging, we propose an acceleration
method that employs an approximated but much faster adjoint operator during iterations,
which can redute the computation time by a factor of six without signicantly compromising
image quality. Finally, some clinical results are presented to demonstrate that the PACT
breast imaging can resolve most major and ne vascular structures within the breast, along
with some pathological biomarkers that may indicate tumor development.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The goals of this dissertation are to investigate and optimize photoacoustic computed to-
mography (PACT) system designs for breast cancer diagnosis, to develop pratical yet novel
reconstruction methods suitable for clinical applications, and to apply the proposed methods
to clinical PACT breast imaging. In this chapter, the motivations for this dissertation are
presented.
1.1 Motivation of the dissertation
Breast cancer is the most common cancer type among women in the US, accounting for 1/3
of all cancer cases diagnosed. Statistically, 229,060 new cases of invasive breast cancer and
633,00 in situ breast carcinomas were diagnosed in the US in 2012; breast cancer caused
39,510 deaths in the US in 2012, making it the third leading cause of cancer death among
women [113]. Although there have been great advancements in cancer prevention and treat-
ment during the past decade, the improvement of the overall survival rate for certain breast
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cancer subtypes still remains moderate, and eective treatment of breast cancer still heavily
relies on early diagnosis.
Currently, X-ray mammography is the only mass screening tool for detecting breast cancer
[22]. However, it possesses some signicant shortcomings. First, it has low specicity for
dense breasts that contains more bro-glandular tissues. This results in a high false positive
rate in young women [101]. Second, the use of ionizing radiation may have serious side-eects.
Third, due to the lack of X-ray contrast, only breast tumors whose diameters are larger than 1
cm can be reliably detected [104]. Fourth, X-ray mammography requires breast compression
during the imaging process, which is uncomfortable for patient and makes image registration
with other imaging modalities dicult. Other supplementary imaging techniques also suer
from dierent limitations: MRI has variable specicity and high cost, and requires injection
of contrast agents, which may cause kidney damage [72]; Reectivity-mode ultrasonography,
which is employed as an adjunct tool in addition to X-ray mammography, cannot reliably
detect small, non-palpable breast tumors due to speckles, low reectivity, and operator
variability [42]. Therefore, there remains a great need to develop novel, eective, and safe
breast imaging methods with high resolution and high specicity for tumor detection.
The development of alternative imaging technologies that look for angiogenic bio-markers of
breast cancer based on hemoglobin absorption in the near infrared (NIR) range is currently
an area of intense interest [68, 89, 69]. Hemoglobin is a strong optical absorber in the NIR
range, with an absorption coecient of about 5 cm 1 at wavelength   750   1000 nm,
while the absorption coecient of normal background breast tissue is only 0:03  0:05 cm  1
at such wavelength [118, 136]. Rapidly growing cancer cells require additional blood supply;
therefore, malignant tissues are often associated with higher blood content due to enhanced
micro-vascular structures inside or around tumors [134]. Cancer cells may also accumulate
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various additional porphyrins with substantially stronger absorption than other tissue con-
stituents. The increased concentration of strong absorbers contributes to a 2-5 fold dierence
in the optical contrast between tumors and normal tissues [40]. Optical tomography imaging
techniques, such as diuse optical tomography, have been investigated to take advantage of
this strong endogeneous contrast [25]. However, the strong light scattering in tissue leads to
limited resolution and reduced accuracy of localization for deep targets.
Photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT), also known as optoacoustic tomography (OAT),
has received wide-spread attention and developed rapidly in the past decade [131, 96]. In
PACT, biological tissues are irradiated by short laser pulses and generate interval acoustic
wave elds via the photoacoustic eect [123, 132]. The propagated acoustic wave elds are
detected by an array of ultrasound transducers surrounding the object. From the collected
acoustic data, a PACT reconstruction method is employed to estimate the absorbed energy
density distribution within the tissue. In fact, the optical properties of the tissue can further
be reconstructed from the absorbed energy distribution, which is referred to as the quanti-
tative photoacoustic tomography (QPAT) reconstruction [23, 146]. In this dissertation, we
will focus on the former process, i.e. the reconstruction from the recorded acoustic signal
to the absorbed energy distribution. PACT can potentially overcome the problems of pure
optical imaging arising from a loss of sensitivity and resolution due to strong light scatter-
ing. It utilizes the photoacoustic eect, which transforms optical absorption into acoustic
pressure waves that are detected by ultrasound transducers. The photoacoustic image is
obtained by estimating the initial pressure distribution from a collection of measured pres-
sure signals. This initial pressure distribution can further be used to obtain the optical
absorption properties of the tissue. The propagation of ultrasound is much less aected by
scattering and attenuation compared to light, yielding the high-contrast and high-resolution
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images at depths beyond the optical diusion limit [131]. Furthermore, PACT does not in-
volve ionizing-radiation or breast compression. All the above advantages make the successful
application and development of PACT for breast imaging a compelling prospect.
There have been signicant works that pushed the frontier of PACT breast imaging in recent
years. Kruger et al. [67, 68] have built a dedicated PACT breast system validated by clinical
trial experiments, and shown that the major vessel structures can be resolved by the system.
Heijblom et al. [53, 52] have demonstrated higher photoacoustic signals in suspicious tumor
regions by using the images obtained from conventional imaging modalities as references.
Ku et al. [69], Ermilov et al. [33], and Xia et al. [140] have also designed prototype PACT
imaging systems that aims at clinical breast imaging. Other signicant work have been done
by Wang et al. [129, 126, 123], Huang et al. [57], and Rosenthal et al. [107] on modeling
the physics of photoacoustic imaging and developing reconstruction algorithms for PACT.
Despite all these eorts, it is still challenging to successfully build a PACT breast imaging
system and apply it to wide clinical use. First, while researchers often resolve to computer
simulation studies to guide their system design, currently there are no appropriate numerical
phantoms that anatomically represent human breast and suitable for PACT simulations. By
employing a physically non-realistic numerical phantom, the eectiveness of the simulation-
guided system design would be reduced in clinical scenarios. Second, illuminating the entire
breast with limited laser sources requires challenging hardware designs and may be infeasible
in some clinical settings. Some practically-heuristic designs in which the illumination is
rotated around the object while collecting acoustic signals, have been proposed and employed
in practice, but such designs may requires reformulation of the reconstruction algorithm,
and overlooking such requirement may lead to compromised reconstruction quality. Third,
when assessing the ecacy of dierent PACT system designs for breast cancer diagnosis,
instead of employing conventional physical measures such as resolution or signal to noise
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ratio (SNR), it is desirable to establish an objective measure that directly reects tumor
detectability. Finally, numerical issues associated with a larger object size (such as human
breast) and limited data make developing eective 3D iterative image reconstruction methods
challenging. This dissertation is dedicated to address these challenges.
1.2 Dissertation outline
The dissertation opens with a review on the canonical imaging model and conventional image
reconstruction methods of PACT in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, a method for generating anatomically realistic numerical breast phantoms
for use in PACT imaging is proposed. The three-dimensional (3D) phantoms are generated
from clinical magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) data, and contain dierent tissue types
including skin, vessels, fat, and broglandular tissues.
In PACT breast imaging, some groups have employed a rotating, or non-stationary illumina-
tion design to illuminate the entire breast with limited laser power. Chapter 4 systematically
investigates the impact of such non-stationary illumination on the reconstructed images. The
results suggest that such design may lead to missing structures and additional artifacts in
the image.
In Chapter 5, a task-based measures is applied to assess the performance of PACT breast
imaging systems. In particular, principles from signal-detection theory is applied to compute
the detectability of an emulated tumor embedded in the numerical breast phantom from
Chapter 3. The signal detection performance of a numerical observer is quantied as a
function of signal depth and imaging system characteristics.
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In Chapter 6, a method that employs an unmatched adjoint operator to accelerate iterative
image reconstruction in 3D PACT is proposed. Convergence conditions for Landweber-type
algorithms when employing such unmatched adjoint operator are established and corrobo-
rated using stylized computer simulation study. The proposed unmatched adjoint operator is
applied to reconstructing experimental whole-body mouse OAT images, and is demonstrated
to accelerate the reconstruction times by a factor of six, without signicantly compromising
the reconstructed image quality.
In Chapter 7, two generations of PACT breast imaging systems built by our collaborators
at Tomowave Laboratories, Houston TX are introduced. Clinical results for both generation
systems are presented to demonstrate the systems can resolve most major and ne vascular
structures within the breast, along with some pathological biomarkers that may indicate
development of tumors.
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Chapter 2
Background for PACT imaging
2.1 Forward imaging model of PACT
In this section, the forward imaging model of PACT is reviewed.
2.1.1 Light propagation model for PACT
When tissues are irradiated by a short laser pulse in PACT, the light propagation can be
modeled by a time-independent radiative transfer equation (RTE) when the optical prop-
agation time is much shorter than the acoustic propagation time [55]. The RTE can be
expressed as [132]
s^rL(r; s^) + [a(r) + s(r)]L(r; s^)  s(r)
Z
4
L(r; s^)P (s^0; s^) d d
0 = S(r; s^); (2.1)
where r 2 R3 is a 3D location, s^ denotes a unit direction vector, a and s are the optical
absorption and scattering coecients at the current location, and r is the gradient operator.
The quantity L(r; s^) denotes the radiance, dened as the energy ow per unit normal area
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per unit solid angle, for the current frequency. Note that this entire equation is frequency
dependent, and we assume monochromatic laser source in this dissertation. The quantity
P (s^0; s^) d
0 describes the probability of light with a propagating direction s^ being scattered
into a small solid angle range d
0 around direction s^, and S(r; s^) denotes the incident light
source.
Equation (2.1) can be used to model how the incident laser light is propagated through
and absorbed by the tissue, leading to an initial pressure rise in Section 2.1.2. However,
analytically solving Eqn. (2.1) is very dicult. Two types of approaches are often employed
to address this issue [132]: By making certain assumptions, the RTE equation can be ap-
proximated by a diusion equation, which provides a computationally ecient but less
accurate solution. The photon propagation can also be numerically simulated by Monte
Carlo methods, which is more accurate than diusion equation, but its computation burden
is heavier. In our work, we employed a Monte Carlo method to simulate the light propagation
process in Chapter 4.
In the Monte Carlo method, a packet of energy, referred here as \a photon", is launched
at the incident light location with an initial direction. The photon will deposit energy into
the tissue it travels through to mimic optical absorption; it will scatter along its trajectory
according to the tissue's scattering property; it will also undergo transmittance and reection
at tissue boundaries. After repeating this procedure for millions of photons, the ensemble
averaged radiance L(r; s^) can be calculated as an estimation of the true optical absorption
distribution.
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The optical absorption can be computed from the radiance by integrating over all directions
s^:
A(r) = a(r)(r)
= a(r)
Z
4
L(r; s^) ds^; (2.2)
where (r) denotes the light uence distribution, and A(r) represents the absorbed optical
energy density.
2.1.2 Acoustic forward model for PACT (continuous formulation)
When the laser pulse duration is short compared to the thermal relaxation time of the ma-
terial of the object, the absorbed optical energy will produce an acoustic pressure eld via
the photoacoustic eect [96]. This pressure eld will be denoted by a twice-dierentiable
function p(r; t), where r 2 R3 denotes a 3D spatial point, t 2 R+ denotes the temporal coor-
dinate. The physical model of acoustic signal generation is described by the wave equation
[142]: 
@2
@t2
  c24

p(r; t) = 0; (2.3)
subject to the initial conditions
p(r; t)jt=0 = c
2
Cp
A(r) =  A(r);
@p(r; t)
@t

t=0
= 0; (2.4)
where the compactly supported and bounded function A(r) represents the absorbed optical
energy density, also referred to as the object function, c denotes the speed of sound, and 4
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denotes the 3D Laplacian operator. In Eqn. (2.4),  denotes the thermal expansion coe-
cient, Cp is the heat capacity at a constant pressure, and   is the dimensionless Gruneisen
parameter. In this dissertation, the acoustic properties within the object and background
medium, including speed of sound and density, are assumed to be homogeneous and lossless.
Therefore the quantities c, , Cp, and   can be regarded as constants independent of location
r.
The pressure wave eld p(rs; t) at a measurement location rs can be expressed as [123]
p(rs; t) =

4Cp
Z
V
drA(r)
@
@t
(t  jrs rj
c
)
jrs   rj  HCCA(r); (2.5)
where V is the object's support volume. The operator HCC denotes the continuous-to-
continuous (C-C) mapping from the object function A(r) to the pressure eld at measurement
location p(rs; t). The canonical C-C PACT imaging model in Eqn. (2.5) can be conveniently
expressed in terms of the spherical Radon transform (SRT) [129]
g(rs; t) =
Z
V
drA(r)(c0t  jrs   rj); (2.6)
where g(rs; t) is related to the pressure data p(rs; t) by
p(rs; t) =

4Cp
@
@t

g(rs; t)
t

: (2.7)
2.1.3 Acoustic forward model for PACT (discrete formulation)
As with any digital imaging system, a continuous-to-discrete (C-D) imaging model funda-
mentally describes the data-acquisition process. A C-D imaging model for PACT that maps
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the object function to the collection of measured data samples In practice, the ultrasonic
transducer employed to record p(r0; t) has a nite-sized detection area and imperfect temporal
response [125, 107, 24]. The transducer surfaces in this study are assumed to be either point-
like (in interpolation-based model in Section 2.1.3), or at (in spherical-voxel-based model
in Section 2.1.3). The temporal samples of p(r0; t) are recorded with a sampling interval of
T . Consider that Q transducers are positioned at locations frq; q = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; Q  1g and
K temporal samples are recorded at each location. The QK  1-dimensional vector u will
denote the complete set of discrete pressure measurements that have been lexicographically
ordered. The k-th temporal sample recorded by the q-th transducer is denoted by [u]qK+k.
With the notations mentioned above, a canonical C-D PACT imaging model describing the
sampling procedure can be expressed as [123, 128, 126]
[u]qK+k = h
e(t) t 1

q
Z

q
dr0p(r0; t)

t=kT
; (2.8)
where he(t) denotes the electrical impulse response (EIR) of the transducer, t is the temporal
convolution operator, and 
q denotes the surface of the q-th transducer element.
To obtain a fully discretized imaging model for use with iterative image reconstruction
methods, the object function A(r) can be approximated by use of a nite collection of
expansion functions fng as [128]
A(r)  Aa(r) =
N 1X
n=0
[]nn(r); (2.9)
where []n is the n-th element of the N -dimensional coecient vector , and A
a(r) implies
that the nite-dimensional vector is only an approximation of the continuous function A(r).
Dierent sets of expansion functions will lead to dierent imaging models. Below we will
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review two widely-used PACT imaging models that are based on two dierent expansion
function sets: the interpolation-based model and the spherical-voxel-based model [128].
Interpolation-based D-D PACT imaging model
In the interpolation-based D-D model, the coecient vector int is dened as the object
function value A(r) on the grid points of a uniform Cartisian grid [128, 126]:

int

n
=
Z
V
dr (r  rn)A(r); n = 0; 1;    ; N   1; (2.10)
where rn = (xn; yn; zn)
T denotes the location of the n-th Cartesian grid node. The denition
of the associated expansion functions can be expressed as [65]
intn (r) =
8><>: (1 
jx xnj
s
)(1  jy ynj
s
)(1  jz znj
s
); if jx  xnj; jy   ynj; jz   znj  s
0; otherwise
;
(2.11)
where s is the distance between neighboring points on the Cartesian grid. Thereby, the
discrete-to-discrete (D-D) PACT imaging equation for the interpolation-based model can be
expressed as
u = Hintint; (2.12)
where  is the sought-after object coecient vector, andHint denotes the interpolation based
D-D PACT imaging operator.
Because it is dicult to implement the surface integral in Eqn. (2.8) when employing the
interpolation-based expansion functions, the transducer elements are often assumed to be
point-like when utilizing interpolation-based PACT model. In this case, the operator Hint
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in Eqn. (2.12) can be decomposed as [126]:
Hint = H
eDG; (2.13)
where G, D, and He are the discrete approximation of the SRT operator (Eqn. (2.6)),
the dierential operator (Eqn. (2.7)), and the temporal convolution with transducer EIR
(Eqn. (2.8)), respectively.
The SRT is implemented in a \temporal-sample-driven" manner: the pressure data is com-
puted by accumulating the contributions from voxels on a discretized spherical shell surface
dened by current data sample[126]:
[G]qK+k = 
2
s
N 1X
n=0
[]n
Ni 1X
i=0
Nj 1X
j=0
n(rk;i;j)  [g]qK+k; (2.14)
where [g]qK+k  g(rsq)jt=kt , and Ni, Nj denotes the numbers of angular divisions over the
polar and azimuth directions within the local spherical coordinate system centered at rsq with
a radius of ktc0 (see Wang et al.[126] for details).
The dierential operator D is implemented as
[Dg]qK+k =

8Cp2t
(
[g]qK+k+1
k + 1
  [g]qK+k 1
k   1 )  [pideal]qK+k; (2.15)
where [pideal]qK+k  p(rsq; t)jt=kt .
The temporal convolution operator He is implemented as
Hepideal = F 1fF(he)F(pideal)g; (2.16)
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where [he]k = th
e(t)jt=kt , and F and F 1 represent the discrete Fourier transform and
inverse discrete Fourier transform, respectively.
The corresponding adjoint operator Hyint is dened as H
y
int = G
yDyHey, where each adjoint
operator ()y is simply the conjugate transpose of the original D-D operator (), and are
implemented as:
Heyu = F 1fF(he)F(u)g  ~pideal; (2.17)
[Dy~pideal]qK+k =

8Cp2tk
([~pideal]qK+k+1   [~pideal]qK+k 1)  [~g]qK+k; (2.18)
[Gy~g]n = 2s
Q 1X
q=0
K 1X
k=0
[~g]qK+k
Ni 1X
i=0
Nj 1X
j=0
n(rk;i;j)  [ ~]n: (2.19)
Spherical-voxel-based D-D PACT imaging model
In order to incorporate both the electrical and spatial impulse responses of the transducers
into the PACT imaging model, it is more convenient to employ uniform spherical expansion
functions that are dened as [77]
SVn (r) =
8><>: 1; kr  rnk 
s
2
;
0; otherwise.
(2.20)
The corresponding coecient vector SV is dened as [128]

SV

n
=
Vcube
Vsphere
Z
V
d3rSVn (r)A(r); (2.21)
where Vcube and Vsphere denotes, respectively, the volumes of a cubic voxel of edge length s
and a spherical voxel of diameter s.
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For this spherical-voxel-based PACT imaging model, it will be convenient to consider the
measurement data in the frequency domain (as will be explained in Section 2.2.2). Denote the
discrete Fourier transform of the measurement data u as ~u. More specically, let uq(t) denote
the pre-sampled voltage signal corresponding to the q-th transducer and let ~uq(f) denote its
temporal Fourier transform. Consider that L samples of ~uq(f) are acquired with a sampling
interval of f . The QL1 dimensional data vector ~u represents a lexicographically ordered
representation of the sampled frequency data, corresponding to all transducer locations, i.e.,
[~u]qL+l = ~uq(f)

f=lf
.
In terms of the quantities introduced above, the D-D spherical-voxel-based PACT imaging
model can be expressed as
~u = HSVSV: (2.22)
The elements of the D-D spherical-voxel-based imaging operator HSV are given by [91]
[HSV]qL+l;n = ~p0(f)~h
e(f)
~hsq(rn; f)
ab

f=lf
; (2.23)
with ~p0(f) =  i c
f

s
2c
cos
fs
c
  1
2f
sin
fs
c

; (2.24)
~hsq(rn; f) = ab
e i2frn;q=2
2rn;q
sinc
 
f
aXn;q
crn;q

sinc
 
f
bYn;q
crn;q

: (2.25)
Here, ~p0(f) is the temporal Fourier transform of the pressure data produced by a spherical
voxel of diameter s, ~h
e(f) is the temporal Fourier transform of the transducer EIR he(t),
and i  p 1. The quantity ~hsq(rn; f) in Eqn. (2.25) describes the temporal Fourier transform
of the SIR of the q-th transducer element under a far-eld approximation [125, 91], where
rn is the position of the n-th voxel, and a and b are the dimensions of the planar transducer
element. The distance between the n-th voxel and the center of the q-th transducer is denoted
by rn;q = krn   r0qk. The quantities Xn;q; Yn;q are the coordinates of the n-th voxel in the
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local coordinate system centered at the q-th transducer position. The adjoint operator HySV
is simply the conjugate transpose of the D-D operator HSV.
2.2 Image reconstruction methods for PACT imaging
In this section, canonical reconstruction methods for PACT imaging are reviewed.
2.2.1 Analytical reconstruction methods
Various analytical reconstruction methods have been proposed for PACT and are widely
employed for their simplicity and robustness [39, 70, 141, 124]. In this section, two of the
most popular analytical methods, back-projection (BP) and ltered back-projection (FBP),
are reviewed.
In the back-projection method, the mathematical adjoint operator of the C-C PACT imaging
operator (Eqn. (2.5)) is applied to the measurement data p(rs; t) to obtain an estimate of
A(r):
ABP(r) =   
4Cp
Z
S
d2r0
pt(r0; t =
jr0 rj
c
)
jr0   rj ; (2.26)
where S denotes the measurement surface and
R
S
d2r0 denotes a surface integration over S.
The function pt(r0; t) is the temporal derivative of the pressure data function p(r0; t). Though
the BP method can be applied for any detection surface since the adjoint operator always
exists, the estimated ABP(r) only provides a rough approximation of the object function,
because it is not the inverse operator.
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Another analytical reconstruction method, the ltered back-projection (FBP) method, also
referred to as universal back-projection (UBP) method, is explicitly derived for three canon-
ical PACT measurement geometries: planar, cylindrical, and spherical surfaces. It is shown
by Xu and Wang [141] that FBP provides the mathematical inverse operator for the C-C
PACT operator in Eqn. (2.5) for these three geometries. The FBP method is given by [141]
AFBP(r) =
Cp
c2
Z

0
b(r0; t = jr  r0j)d
0

0
; (2.27)
where 
0 is the solid angle of the entire measurement surface S with respect to the recon-
struction location r inside S. We have 
0 = 4 for the spherical or cylindrical geometry,
and 
0 = 2 for planar geometry. In Eqn. (2.27), b(r0; t) is the ltered back-projection term,
and d
0 is the solid angle spanned by a small detection area dS:
b(r0; t) = 2p(r0; t)  2t@p(r0;
t)
@t
; (2.28)
d
0 =
dS
jr  r0j2
ns0  (r  r0)
jr  r0j : (2.29)
Here, ns0 denotes the unit vector that is normal to the detection area dS, pointing inward
with respect to r. Equation 2.27 can be simply interpreted as back-projecting the ltered
data b(r; t) onto a collection of concentric spherical shells centered at r0 [123].
2.2.2 Iterative reconstruction methods
Though being simple and fast, the analytical reconstruction methods reviewed in Section
2.2.1 have several drawbacks [71, 125]: They do not consider the sampling eect of ultra-
sound transducer, resulting in model errors between the forward model and the inversion
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formula; They do not compensate for random noise in the measurement system; And they
often produce streak-type artifacts when reconstructing from incomplete measurement data.
To address these problems, optimization-based iterative reconstruction methods have been
utilized to reconstruct PACT images with superior quality [129, 126, 57, 114, 18]. By includ-
ing proper regularization terms, they can mitigate measurement noise and data incomplete-
ness; and by incroprating more accurate imaging physics as well as transducer properties,
model errors can be reduced. In iterative methods, the reconstruction task for a general D-D
imaging equation u = H is often formulated as an optimization problem:
optm = argmin

kH  uk22 + R(); (2.30)
where k  k2 is the L2 norm of a vector, R() is a regularization term, and  > 0 is the
regularization paramter controlling the strength of regularization. Dierent choices of R()
reects dierent a priori information that we have regarding the object . Some popular
choices of R() include:
1. L2 type regularization:
R() = kk22; (2.31)
where  is a projection operator. This regularization term tends to reduce the total
energy of the solution  in the projected space spanned by , to prevent unrealistically
large entries in the solution.
2. Quadratic smoothness regularization:
R() =
N 1X
n=0
([]n   []nx)2 + ([]n   []ny)2 + ([]n   []nz)2; (2.32)
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where []nx, []ny, and []nz are the neighboring voxels of []n along the X, Y, and Z
directions. This regularization term can be considered as a special L2 type regulariza-
tion with a nite dierecing projection operator . It promotes the smoothness of the
object .
3. L1 type regularization:
R() = kk1; (2.33)
where k  k1 denotes the L1 norm of a vector. This regularization term promotes the
sparseness of the solution vector  in the projected space spanned by . The L1 type
regularization is widely used in the compressive sensing community.
4. Total variation (TV) regularization [19]:
R() = TV ()
=
NxX
i=1
NyX
j=1
NzX
k=1
q
([]i;j;k   []i+1;j;k)2 + ([]i;j;k   []i;j+1;k)2 + ([]i;j;k   []i;j;k+1)2
(2.34)
where out-of-bound entries for [] are set to be 0. The TV regularization promotes
the piece-wise constant of the solution , and is widely used in medical imaging ap-
plications because many medical images have piece-wise constant nature.
After choosing a regularization term for Eqn. (2.30), a number of solvers can be utilized to
solve for the optimization problem. For L2 type or quadratic smoothness regularizations,
one can employ gradient descent or conjugate gradient methods [149, 115]; For non-smooth
L1 or TV regularization, proximal gradient methods and shrinkage thresholding algorithms
such as FISTA can be utilized [12, 14, 13].
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Chapter 3
Generation of numerical breast
phantoms for PACT breast imaging
3.1 Introduction
Photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT) [96, 131, 123] and ultrasound computed to-
mography (USCT) [31, 112, 30] are emerging modalities for breast imaging. As introduced
in Chapter 2, PACT employs ultrasonic detection principles and a contrast mechanism based
on optical absorption, thereby combining the rich contrast of optical imaging methods with
the deep penetration and high spatial resolution of ultrasound imaging methods. USCT em-
ploys various acoustic tissue contrasts, including acoustic reectivity, acoustic attenuation,
and speed of sound, to characterize malignant tissues within the breast. Both PACT and
USCT are radiation-free, breast-compression-free, and relatively inexpensive. In addition,
the integration of PACT and USCT has drawn increasing attention [63, 58, 139, 62, 34]
because they provide complementary contrasts, the speed of sound information produced
by USCT can improve the accuracy of PACT image reconstruction, and the two imaging
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modalities can share a common ultrasonic detection system. These advantages make PACT
and USCT promising tools for breast cancer screening.
Developing an eective PACT or USCT breast imaging system requires carefully balancing
various design constraints. Computer-simulation studies are often conducted to facilitate this
task. Furthermore, the development and optimization of advanced reconstruction algorithms
also requires simulation studies. To date, numerical phantoms employed in many PACT and
USCT simulation studies are either two-dimensional (2D) [57, 127], or three-dimensional (3D)
volumes comprised of only simple objects [125, 91, 1, 57, 78]. These over-simplied phantoms
do not reect the complex anatomical structures within the breast, thus limiting the value
of simulation studies in guiding real-world system design and algorithm development. This
is particularly true when task-based image quality measures are employed [12]. While some
recent works in quantitative PAT have employed realistic numerical phantoms derived from
CT rat and mouse brain images [54, 88], those phantoms were utilized for small animal
imaging and therefore provide limited guidance for clinical system designs. As such, there
remains a need for the development of anatomically realistic numerical breast phantoms
suitable for clinical purposes, in order to advance PACT and USCT technologies.
However, the creation of accurate numerical breast phantoms for PACT and USCT is chal-
lenging due to the intertwined networks of vessel, fat, and broglandular tissue within the
breast. Generation of numerical breast phantoms has been previously addressed by Zastrow
et al., 2008 [145] for microwave imaging, and by Deng et al., 2015 [26] for optical imaging.
However, with hemoglobin being the key optical contrast of PACT, the development of useful
PACT phantoms requires accurate modeling of vessel structures, which were not considered
in the aforementioned work. Other groups, including Nie et al., 2008 [95], Chen et al.,
2006 [20], and Wang et al., 2012 [130], have developed methods to segment dierent breast
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tissues from MRI images. Though their segmentation methods could potentially be utilized
to establish PACT phantoms, the vessel structures were not considered in their works either.
Marcan et al., 2014 [90] successfully segmented hepatic vessels from MR images in the liver,
but due to the inherently dierent anatomies of breast and liver, their method cannot be
directly employed to establish breast phantoms. Gra, 2016 [48] has developed a stochastic
numerical breast phantom consisting of various anatomical structures including ductal net-
work, inter-glandular fat lobules, and blood vessels. The anatomical structures in Gra's
work were generated in an analytical way, which inherently assumes that certain parameters
in the phantom follow simple distributions such as uniform or Gaussian distributions. How-
ever, such simplied distributions may not accurately reect the true statistical properties
of the tissues.
In this chapter, we report the development of realistic 3D numerical breast phantoms for
PACT and USCT that describe the optical and acoustic properties of the breast based
on clinical patient data. Clinical contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance (MR) data are
employed to establish the numerical phantoms. Methods to segment skin, vessel, fat tissue,
and broglandular tissue are developed and applied to the MR data. Finally, co-registered
optical and acoustic phantoms are generated from the segmented tissue types. Furthermore,
in order to promote reproducibility in PACT and USCT research, the phantoms have been
made publicly available online [85]. The generated phantoms can be readily employed in
PACT and USCT simulations.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. An overview of the methodology for
generating optical and acoustic phantoms from MR datasets is presented in Section 3.2.
A comprehensive description of the methodology with implementation details are given in
Section 3.3, and examples of generated numerical phantoms are presented in Section 3.4. A
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PACT simulation study utilizing the generated phantoms is given in Section 3.5. Finally, a
summary of the chapter is provided in Section 3.6.
3.2 Overview of methodology
The goal of this chapter is to develop a computational framework for generating realistic 3D
optical and acoustic breast phantoms from clinical MR data. The general work ow is shown
in Fig. 3.1. In order to extract vessel structures, contrast-enhanced MR (CE-MR) data are
utilized. In CE-MR images, an injected contrast agent results in an increased intensity at
vessel locations in the post-contrast images compared to the pre-contrast images. The input
MR data are processed by a four-step procedure to segment dierent tissues within the
breast, which include blood vessels, skin layer, fat, and broglandular tissues. By assigning
corresponding optical and acoustic property values to each segmented tissue type, a collection
of numerical phantoms are created as the nal output. An overview of the computational
framework is described in the following subsections, and a detailed description of the method
and its numerical implementation are presented in Section 3.3.
3.2.1 Clinical data collection
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the standard screening tools for breast imaging
[111, 76]. Skin, fat, and broglandular tissues can be well characterized within the breast
according to their intensities in MR images. Furthermore, with the aid of contrast agents,
blood vessels can also be identied in contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI) images. MRI
retains the natural shape of the breast corresponding to a patient lying in a prone position
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the key steps in the breast phantom generation process.
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and provides sucient resolution for our purpose. Because of these features, the numerical
phantoms in our study are based on a database of contrast-enhanced, fat-suppressed MR
breast images.
3.2.2 Preprocessing
Each dataset is rst interpolated onto a ner 3D grid to reduce voxelized in the appearance
of the MRI images. Left and right breasts are then separated into individual volumes from
the centerline and are treated as independent phantoms. A raw contour of the breast is
extracted from the interpolated pre-contrast MR data to separate the breast volume from
the background. Finally, the chest wall area is excluded from the breast volume.
3.2.3 Vessel extraction
The second step of the computational framework involves extracting vessel structures from
contrast-enhanced MR data. Hemoglobin is the major optical absorber within human tissue
in the visible and NIR spectral ranges. The absorbed energy distribution of blood provides
key information for imaging techniques that utilize optical absorption contrast, such as
PACT. A newly-generated vessel nest may reveal angiogenesis [41]. Also, strong signals
from major vessels can hinder the detection of weak signals from a nearby structure of
interest. Therefore, incorporating anatomically realistic vessel information is crucial for
optical phantoms to accurately simulate clinical experiments.
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A vessel-enhanced MR image is rst computed by averaging three post-contrast MR datasets
taken at dierent time points after injection of the contrast agent, and subtracting pre-
contrast data from the averaged data. A Frangi vesselness lter is then applied to the raw
vessel-enhanced data [43, 98]. The Frangi lter exploits the local Hessian characteristics of
dierent 3D geometrical surfaces and selectively enhances tube-like structures across multiple
tube radii. Hence, the vessel-like structures in the data are enhanced. To segment the data
processed by the Frangi lter, an intensity threshold is chosen by analyzing the histogram.
This threshold is then applied to binarize the data. By examining all major connected
components in the binarized data and manually choosing the ones whose visual appearance
represent vessel structures, we can eliminate non-vessel structures with some minimal human
interaction. The chosen connected component representing vessels are then morphologically
processed to smooth unnatural boundaries, and are combined to form a 3D binary vessel
volume [90].
3.2.4 Skin extraction
The skin layer denes the breast-air boundary, which plays a vital role in both photon
propagation and acoustic wave propagation. To extract the skin layer from fat-suppressed
pre-contrast MR data, the fact that the skin layer has a higher intensity than both the
background outside of the breast and the interior adjacent breast tissue (normally fat) is
exploited. Meanwhile, since some supercial vessel structures also possess high intensity,
the extracted vessels from Step 2 are utilized as supplementary information to facilitate
the skin extraction procedure to avoid categorizing these vessels as part of the skin layer.
First, an approximated skin area is retrieved by nding the outer breast contour using an
empirically-set intensity threshold for the skin. This approximated skin area contains most
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of the skin, but also other tissue and part of the background. A more accurate skin intensity
threshold and a skin thickness range are then estimated by analyzing the histogram within
the approximated skin area. Finally, an accurate skin layer is extracted by applying the
more accurate skin intensity, and skin thickness at dierent parts of the breast is adaptively
determined to reect the true thickness in the MR images. Vessel structures located near
breast surface are also avoided.
3.2.5 Fat and broglandular tissue extraction
Acoustic heterogeneity in the breast, including the speed of sound and tissue density, plays
a crucial role in acoustic wave propagation. The fourth step in our framework describes the
segmentation of fat and broglandular tissues within the breast. In fat-suppressed MR data,
broglandular tissues have higher intensity than fat. Based on this fact, a fuzzy C-means
algorithm is applied to the breast volume (with skin layer excluded) to separate broglan-
dular tissue from fat [95]. Morphological processing is applied to the binary broglandular
tissue volume to remove unnatural structures. Finally, the binary fat volume is generated
by taking the complement of the broglandular tissue volume with respect to the breast
volume.
3.2.6 Optical and acoustic phantom generation
By use of the methods described above, the breast volume can be segmented into dierent
classes representing vessel, skin, fat, and broglandular tissues, respectively. A segmented-
tissue phantom is created by assigning each voxel to one of these four tissue types according to
the segmentation results. Optical absorption phantom, optical scattering phantom, refractive
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index phantom, and scattering anisotropy phantom are generated by assigning correspond-
ing property values to each tissue type based on the segmented tissue phantom. Acoustic
phantoms, including the speed of sound and density phantoms, are generated accordingly.
3.3 Detailed description of methodology and imple-
mentation
The content in Section 3.2 addressed the salient aspects of the proposed methodology for
generating optical and acoustic breast phantoms. In this section, a more detailed description
of the methodology along with implementation details are presented. The following notation
is employed: the X, Y, Z directions within the breast volume correspond to the medial-lateral,
superior-inferior, and anterior-posterior anatomical directions, respectively; the variables
starting with V indicate 3D volumes with gray-scale intensity values, and the variables
starting with B indicate 3D volumes with binary values (0 and 1).
3.3.1 Description of MRI Data
A total of 50 contrast-enhanced and fat-suppressed MR datasets were collected from Barnes
Jewish Hospital with the approval of the Institutional Review Board. Both pre-contrast and
post-contrast data were acquired using a Siemens 1.5T Espree MRI system, employing a
Flash 3D sequence with a repetition time of 6.06 ms and an echo time of 2.71 to 2.85 ms.
Each dataset was comprised of a series of transaxial slices with a in-plane pixel-size of 0.6
mm  0.6 mm and a slice spacing of 1.0 mm. After a pre-contrast MR scan was performed,
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13 mL of MultiHance contrast agent was injected, and three sequential post-contrast MR
scans were performed at dierent time-points after injection.
3.3.2 Preprocessing implementation
The MRI data were pre-processed as follows:
1. Both pre-contrast and post-contrast MR data were interpolated onto a uniform 3D
grid with a voxel size of 0:2 0:2 0:2 mm3, using cubic interpolation.
2. The left and right breasts were separated from the centerline into two individual vol-
umes and were used to create two distinct phantoms.
3. A raw binary volume of the breast contour, BR contour, was extracted from the inter-
polated pre-contrast MR data. The technique to retrieve the contour is referred to
as 3D pooling [145]. This 3D pooling method created three logical masks along three
directions: X, Y, and Z. In each `1D' column within the breast data, the rst and
last voxels whose intensities exceed a specied threshold were found, and the voxels
between this rst and last voxels were set to 1 in the corresponding logical mask. Three
logical masks were combined into the raw breast contour volume using the logical and
operation. A value of 1 for a given voxel in BR contour indicates the breast, while a
value of 0 indicates space outside the breast. An illustration of the pooling method is
shown in Fig. 3.2.
4. The original MR data include both breast and a large portion of the chest wall area.
Separation of the breast from the chest wall area is accomplished by traversing through
the X-Y (coronal) slices of BR contour, and computing the perimeter of the contour's
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coronal slices. The perimeter in general follows an increasing trend from nipple to
chest wall. Therefore, if the perimeter exceeds a specied threshold, the breast volume
is cut at this slice: all slices before were considered to contain part of the breast, while
all slices beyond were considered to contain part of the chest wall. The chest wall area
was then cropped out from both the interpolated breast data and BR contour.
This procedure produced interpolated-and-cropped pre-contrast and post-contrast MR data,
which were denoted by Vpre and Vpost, along with a cropped binary raw contour volume
denoted by BR contour.
X
Y
Z
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) Illustration of the pooling method on a pre-contrast MR dataset. (b) The
extracted raw contour volume.
3.3.3 Vessel extraction implementation
The vessels were extracted according to the following steps:
1. Three post-contrast datasets taken at dierent time-points after injection were rst av-
eraged to giveVpost. A raw vessel-enhanced dataset was then obtained byVR enhanced =
Vpost  Vpre.
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2. A Frangi vesselness lter was applied toVR enhanced [43, 98], and the output was further
smoothed by a narrow 3D Gaussian kernel. The smooth ltered data was denoted by
VFrangi.
3. Because the Frangi vesselness lter enhances but does not segment vessel-like struc-
tures, further post-processing is necessary to separate vessels from other structures. A
threshold was chosen at 70  90% of the cumulative histogram of VFrangi, and was
applied to VFrangi to create a binary vessel volume BFrangi.
4. Connected component analysis was applied to BFrangi to extract major vessel struc-
tures while excluding other non-vessel tube structures [90]. Each connected component
with a voxel-count larger than a preset threshold was displayed on the screen, and some
minimal human interaction (5-10 yes/no choices) was required to determine whether
the connected component represented a vessel structure or not. Each chosen con-
nected component was subject to a 3D region-growing operation to ll gaps [137] and
a thinning operation to better reect the true vessel thickness.
5. The binary vessel volume after Step 4 was then `smoothed' according to the following
steps:
a. Three maximum intensity projection (MIP) images of the binary vessel volume
were computed across all three directions, X, Y, and Z, and were denoted by IX ,
IY , and IZ .
b. The region boundaries within each MIP image were extracted using the Moore-
Neighbor tracing algorithm modied by Jacob's stopping criteria (MATLAB's
bwboundaries function) [47]. The boundaries were essentially collections of 2D
pixels. The X and Y coordinates of each collection of pixels were taken to form two
vectors, respectively. Both vectors were then smoothed by a 1D Gaussian kernel
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and recombined into X-Y coordinates of pixels to create `smoothed' boundaries.
The interior of the `smoothed' boundaries was then lled to form `smoothed' 2D
MIP images, denoted by IsmoothX , IsmoothY , and IsmoothZ .
c. A new `smooth' 3D binary vessel volume Bsmooth was created from BFrangi,
IsmoothX , IsmoothY , and IsmoothZ employing the following rules: A voxel in BFrangi
was changed from 1 to 0, if the corresponding projected pixel in IsmoothX was 0
and performing such an operation do not change the corresponding pixels in IY
and IZ . Similar processes were repeated for IsmoothY and IsmoothZ . A voxel in
BFrangi was changed from 0 to 1, if the corresponding projected pixel in IsmoothX
was 1 and it had at least two non-zero neighboring voxels in BFrangi. Similar
processes were repeated for IsmoothY and IsmoothZ .
6. The `smooth' 3D binary vessel volume was closed using a small solid sphere to remove
small holes and sharp corners. Small isolated structures were removed as well.
This procedure produced a binary vessel volume Bvessel.
3.3.4 Skin extraction implementation
The skin layer was extracted according to the following steps illustrated in Fig. 3.3:
1. A low-level gray-scale threshold T0 and an initial guess of the maximum skin thickness
Rinit were empirically chosen. The value of T0 was set at 20 % of the maximum intensity
in Vpre, and Rinit was set to 3.0 mm, which slightly exceeds the normally accepted skin
thickness of 2.0-2.5 mm [100].
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of skin extraction procedure. (a) Extraction of the raw skin area
AreaRS, where the white arrow is an example of a voxel `column', A is the rst voxel larger
than T0 in this `column', and the red mask forms AreaRS. (b) Extraction of the nal skin
layer, where the dotted circles indicate a sphere with radius Rmax, the blue line encloses the
true skin region, and the yellow circle represents the adaptively chosen skin thickness Rskin.
The green masks form Bskin. (c) Illustration of skin extraction that avoids supercial vessel
structures.
2. The raw contour BR contour was rst applied to the interpolated pre-contrast data Vpre
to exclude the background. For each column within the generated 3D volume, the
rst voxel that was larger than T0 was found and denoted by A. A sphere centered
at A with a radius of Rinit was then identied (dotted circle in Fig. 3.3(a)), and the
hemisphere inside the breast was chosen by computing the local gradient at A. The
hemisphere (indicated by the red mask in Fig. 3.3(a) represented a raw estimation of
the skin area. This process was repeated for every voxel `column' in ve directions:
X;Y;+Z, and all such red hemispheres were combined to form a raw skin area,
AreaRS.
3. AreaRS included both the high-contrast true skin layer and some low-contrast voxels
representing either background or fat. According to the cumulative histogram of voxel
intensities within AreaRS, a threshold TS was chosen at 30  50% of the maximum
value of the cumulative histogram to represent an estimated skin intensity threshold.
We chose the center X-Z slice of AreaRS to estimate an average skin thickness. Within
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this slice, the estimated TS was applied to estimate the total area of the skin within
this slice, and 2D thinning was applied to estimate the `length' of the skin. By dividing
skin area by skin `length', we can get an estimated skin thickness Ravg. This quantity
represents an average skin thickness. However, the thickness at dierent parts of the
breast may vary. Therefore, we dene a skin thickness range to be [Rmin; Rmax] =
[Ravg  R;Ravg +R], where R is an empirically chosen parameter reecting the
degree of skin thickness variability for a particular patient.
4. Step 2 was repeated, but this time, the estimated skin threshold TS was used. For a
particular voxel `column', the rst voxel larger than TS was denoted by B. The radius
of the sphere, Rskin, was determined by the following procedure:
a. A sphere centered at B with a radius of Rmax was identied (the dotted circle
labeled with Rmax in Fig. 3.3(b)).
b. The hemisphere inside the breast was chosen by computing the local gradient
at B. This hemisphere provides an over-estimation of the thickness of the skin
layer. Therefore, this hemisphere contains a spherical cap in which the skin is
not present. In Fig. 3.3(b), the blue-line-enclosed area indicates the region of
the hemisphere where the skin layer is located. The volume of the skin layer
within the hemisphere can be approximated by counting the number of voxels
with intensities greater than TS. With knowledge of the volume and the radius
of the sphere Rmax, the height of this skin region can be analytically computed.
This height h served as the estimated skin thickness Rskin.
c. The estimated skin thickness Rskin was projected onto the range [Rmin; Rmax].
d. This quantity Rskin was further reduced so that the skin region did not overlap
with the extracted vessel structures in Bvessel (see Fig. 3.3(c)).
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The new hemispheres determined by TS and Rskin are indicated by the green areas in
Fig. 3.3(b) and 3.3(c). All such green hemispheres from every voxel `column' where
combined to form the nal binary skin volume Bskin. The volume inside the skin mask
representing the interior of the breast was denoted by Binterior.
This procedure produced a binary skin volume Bskin and a binary breast-interior volume
Binterior.
3.3.5 Fat/Fibroglandular tissue extraction implementation
The fat and broglandular tissues within the breast were segmented according to the follow-
ing steps:
1. First, the breast interior mask Binterior was applied to the pre-contrast data Vpre to
obtain the interior volume of the breast Vinterior. Extracted vessels from Step 2 were
also excluded.
2. A fuzzy C-means clustering method [15] was applied to Vinterior to separate fat tissue
from broglandular tissue [95]. The voxels in Vinterior were clustered into 6 clusters
according to their intensities. The clusters whose centers had intensities larger than
a preset threshold (30% of the maximum intensity) were classied as broglandular
tissue. Note that the cluster number and threshold value may need to be adjusted
according to dierent datasets.
3. The extracted binary broglandular volume was then closed with a small solid sphere
to remove holes and sharp corners, and ltered with a median lter to smooth the
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structures. Isolated small structures were removed as well. The binary fat volume
was created by subtracting the binary broglandular volume from the interior mask
Binterior.
This procedure created a binary fat volume Bfat, and a binary broglandular volume Bfibro.
3.4 Results
In this section, examples of numerical breast phantoms produced by use of the proposed
methodology are presented. Specically, three numerical phantoms were created from three
patients' MR data. Each example represents a dierent BI-RADS breast density level: scat-
tered broglandular level (Patient 1), heterogeneously dense level (Patient 2), and extremely
dense level (Patient 3). The extracted binary volumes of blood vessels, skin, fat, and brog-
landular tissue for each case are shown in Figs. 3.4 - 3.6. The generated segmented-tissue
phantoms along with their 3D rendered views, are shown in Figs. .3.7 - 3.9. Because the
optical and acoustic phantoms all have the same structures and visual appearances as their
corresponding segmented-tissue phantoms, diering only in their units and absolute values,
these phantoms are not displayed here.
Figures 3.4 - 3.6 show intermediate outputs obtained following the rst four steps in our
methodology. Each gure depicts the outputs for one patient. The columns in Figs. 3.4 - 3.6
show, from left to right, either example slices of X-Y, X-Z, and Y-Z planes, or maximum-
intensity-projection (MIP) images along the Z, Y, and X directions, respectively. The rows
in Figs. 3.4 - 3.6 show outputs at dierent stages of the breast phantom generation process.
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X-Y slice X-Z slice Y-Z slice
(a) Interpolated pre-contrast MR data
(d) Extracted binary skin volume
(b) MIP of raw vessel-enhanced MR data
(c) MIP of extracted binary vessel volume
(e) Extracted fibro/fat/vessel volume
Figure 3.4: Extracted blood vessels, skin, fat, and broglandular tissues from Patient 1, with
scattered broglandular breasts. Colors in (e): white - vessel, light gray - broglandular,
dark gray - fat.
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X-Y slice X-Z slice Y-Z slice
(a) Interpolated pre-contrast MR data
(d) Extracted binary skin volume
(b) MIP of raw vessel-enhanced MR data
(c) MIP of extracted binary vessel volume
(e) Extracted fibro/fat/vessel volume
Figure 3.5: Extracted blood vessels, skin, fat, and broglandular tissues from Patient 2, with
heterogeneously dense breasts. Colors in (e): white - vessel, light gray - broglandular, dark
gray - fat.
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X-Y slice X-Z slice Y-Z slice
(a) Interpolated pre-contrast MR data
(d) Extracted binary skin volume
(b) MIP of raw vessel-enhanced MR data
(c) MIP of extracted binary vessel volume
(e) Extracted fibro/fat/vessel volume
Figure 3.6: Extracted blood vessels, skin, fat, and broglandular tissues from Patient 3, with
extremely dense breasts. Colors in (e): white - vessel, light gray - broglandular, dark gray
- fat.
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The rst row shows slices of the pre-contrast MR data Vpre, obtained following the pre-
processing step (Step 1). The second row shows MIP images of the vessel-enhanced MR data
VR enhanced, which represents the dierence between the averaged post-contrast MR data and
the pre-contrast MR data. The third row shows MIP images of the extracted binary vessel
volume Bvessel. The second and third rows are both obtained as part of the vessel extraction
step (Step 2). The third row shows slices of the extracted binary skin volume Bskin, which
is the output at the end of the skin extraction step (Step 3). Finally, the fth row shows
slices indicating the segmentation of fat and broglandular tissue, obtained following the
fat/broglandular extraction step (Step 4). For ease of visualization, the binary volumes
generated by this step, Bfat and Bfibro, along with the vessel volume Bvessel from Step 2, are
combined into a single gray scale volume. The vessels are shown in white, the broglandular
tissue is shown in light gray, while the fatty tissue is shown in dark gray. By comparison with
the original MR data, it is shown that the proposed method accurately extracts dierent
tissue types for breasts with various density types.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.7: From left to right: the X-Y slice, X-Z slice, Y-Z slice, and the 3D rendered view
of the segmented-tissue phantom for Patient 1, with scattered broglandular breasts.
Figures 3.7 - 3.9 show the results of the fth step in our methodology. As mentioned above, for
sake of brevity, the segmented-tissue phantoms are shown in lieu of the optical and acoustic
phantoms themselves. The rst three columns in each gure shows the same example X-Y,
X-Z, and Y-Z slices as in Figs. 3.4 - 3.6. The nal column shows a 3D rendered view of the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.8: From left to right: the X-Y slice, X-Z slice, Y-Z slice, and the 3D rendered view
of the segmented-tissue phantom for Patient 2, with heterogeneously dense breasts.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.9: From left to right: the X-Y slice, X-Z slice, Y-Z slice, and the 3D rendered view
of the segmented-tissue phantom for Patient 3, with extremely dense breasts.
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segmented-tissue phantom. For the tissue types in the rst three columns, vessels are shown
in red, skin in gray, fat in yellow, and broglandular in light blue. The colors in the 3D
rendered views for all the tissues are the same except broglandular is now shown in light
pink. The generated segmented-tissue phantoms display close representations of the realistic
anatomical structures of the breast indicated in the original MR data.
3.5 PACT simulation employing the generated phan-
toms
A PACT computer-simulation study employing one of the numerical breast phantoms was
performed in order to demonstrate the usefulness of the phantoms in comparing dierent
image reconstruction methods.
The phantom generated from Patient 1 was chosen for the study. The assigned optical and
acoustic properties for the phantom are given in Table A.1 in Appendix A. These values were
chosen from the literature [59, 119]. The optical properties were chosen for a wavelength
of 760 nm. While the 3D phantom permit both the optical and acoustic simulations to be
performed in 3D, a 2D acoustic simulation was employed for expediency. The measured
data recorded by a collection of ultrasonic transducers arranged on a 2D ring surrounding
the breast were simulated in two steps. First, a 3D optical simulation was performed to
estimate the photoacoustically-induced initial pressure distribution. Second, a slice from
this 3D volume was selected, and a 2D acoustic simulation was performed to propagate the
initial pressure distribution forward in time to obtain the pressure eld at each transducer
location.
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The 3D optical simulation was performed by use of a GPU-accelerated Monte Carlo (MC)
method [36]. The initial pressure distribution was calculated as the product of absorbed
optical energy density, given by the MC simulation, and the Grueneiser parameter, which
was assumed to be a constant. The simulation volume was 94:8  160:6  4 mm3 with a
voxel size of 0:2 mm. Light was delivered via four slit-shaped illuminations that enclosed
the central X-Y plane (z = 0 mm).
The z = 0 mm slice was selected for the 2D simulation study. The transducer ring had a
radius of 100 mm, and was consisted of 512 equally-spaced transducer elements. The pressure
was simulated by use of the k-Wave toolbox [120] for a record time of 200 s at a sampling
frequency of 50 MHz. When generating the forward pressure, a pixel size of 0:1 mm was
employed. No stochastic noise was added to the measured data.
The initial pressure distribution was reconstructed by use of the full-wave iterative image
reconstruction method described by Huang et al., 2013 [57]. No regularization was employed.
In order to avoid inverse crime [21], dierent temporal and spatial sampling rates were
employed for the reconstruction as compared with the generation of the measurement data.
For the reconstruction, a pixel size of 0:2 mm and a temporal sampling rate of 25 MHz were
employed.
Two variants of this reconstruction approach were considered. In the rst, the acoustic prop-
erties were chosen to be homogeneous with values equal to their corresponding background
values. In the second, the acoustic properties of the medium were set to their true values.
The initial pressure distribution along with the speed of sound and density distributions
are shown in Fig. 3.10. Note that in the initial pressure distribution, only supercial blood
vessels are visible. This is partly due to the limited light penetration within the breast. The
reconstructed images, after 40 iterations, are shown in Fig. 3.11. From these results, we see
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that failure to compensate for acoustic heterogeneities can result in errors in the estimated
initial pressure distribution. This is consistent with previous studies [63, 58, 139, 62, 57] that
have demonstrated that consideration of the acoustic properties of the medium is necessary
for accurate PACT image reconstruction.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Initial pressure distribution computed from the MC simulation. (b) Speed
of sound distribution, with units of m=s. (c) Density distribution, with units of kg=m3.
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Figure 3.11: Reconstructed images from the PACT simulation study. (a) Reconstructed im-
age assuming homogeneous acoustic properties. (b) Reconstructed image with true acoustic
properties. (c) Prole plot of the phantom and reconstructed images through a vessel struc-
ture.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a novel computational methodology to generate 3D optical and
acoustic breast phantoms from contrast-enhanced MR data for use in PACT and USCT. The
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generated phantoms depict the skin layer, vascular structures, and the volumetric distribu-
tion of dierent tissue types in the breast. Examples of generated phantoms are presented. A
PACT simulation study is performed to corroborate that the generated co-registered optical
and acoustic phantoms are established for use in PACT and USCT simulation studies.
Task-based measures, advocated in the modern imaging science literature [12, 73, 109, 82],
describe the performance of a specied observer in completing a specied diagnostic task by
use of images produced by the system. Accordingly, guided by such measures, the design of
an imaging system can be tailored so that it produces images that are not simply visually
attractive, but rather are the most informative with respect to the diagnostic task at hand.
In order for the computed task-based measures to be informative not only for a specic
subject, but also for a general patient population, the structural variations in breasts across
dierent patients need to be taken into consideration. This cannot be achieved by use of
simple phantoms made from blobs or cylinders, which do not accurately reect the complex
structures in the breast. Our method, however, provides a viable and convenient way for
generating an ensemble of breast phantoms that include structural variations across dier-
ent people, thereby enabling more reliable task-based measures to be computed for breast
imaging research.
The work presented in this chapter also has certain limitations: First, the phantoms in this
study correspond to breasts in a free-hanging position. Some imaging systems may arrange
the breast in other positions, or may require the breast to be compressed during the imaging
procedure. In this case, the generated phantoms need to be carefully adjusted and distorted
to compensate for the change in breast shape. Second, in our study, MR data from healthy
patients were employed as input, and as a result, the methodology does not consider the
segmentation of tumors, nor their inclusion in the produced phantoms. Separating tumors
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from MR breast data remains an item of future work. For simulation studies that involve
tumors, articial synthetic tumors can be manually inserted into our phantoms.
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Chapter 4
Impact of non-stationary optical
illumination on image reconstruction
in PACT
4.1 Introduction
As introduced in Chapter 2, PACT holds great promise for human breast imaging because
it achieves the high optical contrast of a pure optical imaging method with the high spatial
resolution of a pure ultrasound imaging method. In PACT, the absorbed optical energy
density, referred to as the object function, is determined by the product of the light uence
distribution within the object and the intrinsic optical absorption coecient distribution.
When performing three-dimensional (3D) imaging of large objects, such as a female human
breast, it is dicult to achieve a relatively uniform distribution of light uence within the
volume of interest when the position of the laser source is xed [8, 138]. To mitigate this
problem, rotating illumination PACT (RIPACT) system designs have been developed [32, 16,
34, 122, 61, 38], which are the subject of investigation in this chapter. In the RIPACT system
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design, the relative position of the laser ber bundle and ultrasound probe is xed, and both
are rotated together around about a scanning axis to acquire a tomographic measurement
data set. Tomographic data recorded in this way are generally inconsistent; namely, the
acoustic data recorded at each tomographic view angle (i.e., probe position) are produced
by a distinct object function because the light uence distribution inside the object varies
with view angle. As described below, this presents challenges for image reconstruction.
When imaging relative small objects, the measurement data inconsistency in RIPACT has
not prevented informative imaging. For example, whole body imaging using RIPACT has
been successfully employed to reveal complicated vascular and organ anatomy [32, 16, 34, 116]
and distributions of molecular imaging probes [121, 79, 117] within a mouse. A possible ex-
planation for this is that, for suciently small cylindrically shaped objects that are oriented
parallel to the axis of tomographic scanning, the light uence distributions at dierent tomo-
graphic views do not dier greatly and the entire object is illuminated at each view, thereby
reducing the degree of data inconsistency. However, as shown below, this is not the case
when imaging larger objects, in which case signicant artifacts can be produced in RIPACT.
A possible approach to eliminating the above mentioned data inconsistency in RIPACT is
to reformulate the reconstruction problem so that the optical absorption coecient, rather
than the absorbed optical energy density, is the to-be-reconstructed quantity [5, 38]. The
inconsistency between the imaging model and measurement data would be removed because
the optical absorption coecient is an intrinsic property of the object that does not depend on
the light distribution or tomographic view angle. This could be interpreted as a variant of the
so-called quantitative PAT (QPAT) problem [23, 110, 146, 6]. Jetzfellner et al. [61] and Feng
et al. [38] proposed reconstruction algorithms that sought to estimate the optical absorption
coecients of the object. Jetzfellner employed a simplied optical model that ignored optical
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heterogeneity within the object, whose validity may be compromised if a complicated object
is to be considered; while Feng assumed the diusion approximation in the optical process and
solved a joint optimization problem, but the proposed method is computationally intensive,
especially when applied to real-world 3D problems. Due to the limitations of currently
available RIPACT reconstruction methods, most current implementations of RIPACT still
employ conventional PACT reconstruction methods that assume stationary light illumination
[141, 125, 129, 128]. While a recent mathematical analysis has been reported by Bal and
Moradifam [5], there have been no reported numerical investigations that demonstrate the
limitations of conventional PACT image reconstruction methods when employed in RIPACT.
There remains a signicant need for such an investigation, as it would reveal the eectiveness
of RIPACT for clinical imaging applications and could aect future system designs.
In this chapter, the impact of data inconsistency in RIPACT on image reconstruction accu-
racy is investigated. This is accomplished by use of computer-simulation studies and appli-
cation of mathematical results from the theory of microlocal analysis. Sucient conditions
for stable reconstruction of singularities (i.e., edges) in the object function are identied. A
study that compares the ability of iterative and analytic image reconstruction methods to
mitigate artifacts attributable to the data inconsistency is also presented.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we review the canonical PACT imaging
model and salient mathematical results from the theory of microlocal analysis. Theoretical
insights into the RIPACT reconstruction problem are provided in Section 4.3. These include
a statement and interpretation of the RIPACT imaging model in its continuous form and
application of microlocal analysis concepts to identify which image boundaries can be stably
reconstructed. Section 4.4 describes the computer-simulation studies that were designed to
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systematically corroborate the theoretical insights, with the numerical results being presented
in Section 4.5. Finally, a discussion of the study and conclusions are provided in Section 4.6.
4.2 Background
Below, the canonical PACT imaging model in its continuous and discrete forms along with a
motivation for employing RIPACT are reviewed. Salient results from the theory of microlocal
analysis [87, 45, 7, 44, 93] are also presented.
4.2.1 Recap on canonical PACT imaging model
Recall the canonical C-C PACT imaging model described in Section 2.1.2:
p(r0; t) = RS(A(r))  
4Cp
Z
V
drA(r)
@
@t
(t  jr0 rj
c
)
jr0   rj ; (4.1)
where V is the support of the object, and RS denotes the PACT forward operator and (t)
is the one-dimensional Dirac delta function.
Consider a set of nite-sized ultrasound transducers are employed to record the pressure
signal, and the spherical-voxel-based discrete expansion functions in Section 2.1.3 are utilized
to approximate the object. Using the notations in Section 2.1.3, the D-D PACT imaging
operator is expressed as
~u = H; (4.2)
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where H 2 RMN is the system matrix with M = Q  L denoting the total number of
temporal frequency samples. The elements of H are given by [91]:
[H]qL+l;n = p0(f)~h
e(f)
hsq(rn; f)
ab

f=lf
; (4.3)
with p0(f) =  i c
f


c
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2f
c
  1
2f
sin
2f
c

;
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e i2frn;q=2
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: (4.4)
4.2.2 Motivation for rotating illumination PACT (RIPACT)
An example of a possible RIPACT system design for breast imaging is depicted in Fig. 4.1. A
similar RI design has been successfully implemented for small animal imaging [34, 16, 129].
The breast is immersed in an imaging module that is lled with water. The imaging module
contains a light delivery system and an acoustic probe. To deliver light, laser pulses are
directed into optical bers, which are bundled into rectangular illumination bars that redirect
the light toward the breast. The acoustic probe is located on the opposite side of the breast,
which is employed to record the induced optoacoustic signals. During tomographic scanning,
the light delivery system and acoustic probe are simultaneously rotated about the breast over
a full 360 angular range. As such, the light uence (r) varies with tomographic view angle.
This indicates that the system is, in eect, recording pressure data produced by dierent
object functions at each view angle.
From an implementation perspective, however, this design is not without merit. By de-
livering the light into a select region of the breast instead of attempting to illuminate the
entire breast, for a given laser power, more light can penetrate to deeper locations within the
breast. In particular, regions of the breast near the chest wall would be better illuminated
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of a 3D breast imaging system employing a rotating illumination
design.
[82]. The design could be modied in such a way that, for a given acoustic probe location,
the illumination system is rotated around the breast to produce a more uniform illumina-
tion pattern. However, this would increase scan times. The purpose of the investigations
reported below is to better understand the limitations of RIPACT and identify what type
of information can be reliably obtained when a conventional PACT reconstruction method
is employed.
4.2.3 Relevant results from the theory of microlocal analysis as
applied to PACT
As will be demonstrated in Section 4.3, when a conventional PACT image reconstruction
method is employed in RIPACT, the reconstructed image will not, in general, represent
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an accurate estimate of A(r). However, the reconstructed image can contain reliable infor-
mation regarding the locations of sharp edges or discontinuities in A(r); this information
can facilitate a variety of diagnostic tasks related to the detection and characterization of
anatomical structures. In a mathematical sense, such features can be interpreted as sin-
gularities in A(r) [103, 37]. The wavefront set of a function, which is a central concept in
the theory of microlocal analysis [49, 102], can comprehensively characterize the singulari-
ties in a function. When a C-C PACT imaging model is assumed (e.g., Eqn. (4.1)), results
from the theory of microlocal analysis can be employed to identify the subset of the wave-
front set of A(r) that can be stably reconstructed from a given set of PACT measurements
[99, 144, 45, 102, 93, 94, 7, 71, 87].
The wavefront set
The regularity, or smoothness, properties of a function are reected in the decay properties
of its Fourier transform [37]. Specically, the more smooth a function is, as measured by
the existence of its partial derivatives, the more rapidly its Fourier transform will decay.
Functions that contain discontinuities will possess Fourier transforms that decay less rapidly
than those corresponding to functions that do not. This indicates that the global smooth-
ness properties of a function can be inferred by examination of its Fourier transform decay
properties [103].
Characterization of singularities can be accomplished by extending these concepts to examine
a localized region of a function in the following manner. Let (r) denote a compactly
supported and innitely dierentiable window function that satises (rs) 6= 0 and is zero
outside of some neighborhood of rs. The function A(r)  (r)A(r) will have the same
singularities (if there are any) as A(r) near rs, and will equal zero away from rs. Let ~A()
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denote the 3D Fourier transform of A(r). If A(r), and hence A(r), possesses a singularity
at rs, it will be reected in the decay properties of ~A(). Specically, if ~A() does not
decay suciently rapidly, in all directions, we know that a singularity exists in A(r) at or
near location rs.
The direction of a singularity at location rs in A(r) is dened as the direction in which ~A()
does not decay suciently rapidly. Therefore, a singularity can be described completely by its
spatial location rs and the direction in which the Fourier transform of the associated localized
function does not decay suciently rapidly, which we denote by (rs). The wavefront set of
A(r), denoted by WF (A), is dened by the elements f(rs; (rs))g, and provides a complete
characterization of the singularities in A(r). A more formal mathematical denition of the
wavefront set is provided in Appendix B.
A microlocal correspondence for PACT
Microlocal correspondences follow from fundamental results in microlocal analysis and pro-
vide valuable insights into the object features that can be stably reconstructed in a tomo-
graphic inverse problem. More precisely, microlocal correspondences provide a relationship
between the wavefront set of an object function and the wavefront set of the tomographic
data function. For PACT, the microlocal correspondence yields a simple geometric interpre-
tation that is given as follows [87, 45, 71, 2].
Theorem 1 A wave front set component (r; ) of A(r) is stably recoverable (or detectable)
from the pressure data RS[A(r)] measured on a continuous measurement surface S if and
only if the line extended in both directions by  intersects the interior of S.
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This theorem states that a singularity of the object function can be stably detected if and
only if the wave propagated from that singular point along its normal can be detected by the
measurement surface. A simple illustration of this concept is provided in Fig. 4.2. Here, the
object function A(r) is piecewise constant. Both (r1; 1) and (r2; 2) are examples of wave
front components of A(r). According to Theorem 1, only (r2; 2) is stably recoverable because
the line extended by 2 intersects with measurement surface S, while the line extended by
1 does not.
r
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A(r)
Measurement 
surface S
Figure 4.2: An illustration of the concept of wave front set and how it relates to Theorem
1. The vectors r1 and r2 denote points on the boundary of A(r). The vectors 1 and 2 are
normal to the boundary at r1 and r2. The measurement aperture is denoted by the surface
S.
4.3 RIPACT imaging model, interpretation, and mi-
crolocal analysis for RIPACT: continuous case
Below, the RIPACT imaging model in its continuous form is introduced, along with an
interpretation of the image reconstructed by use of a conventional reconstruction method
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that assumes a xed optical illumination. The theory of microlocal analysis is applied to
RIPACT to determine the stably recoverable singularities within the object under both
dierent illumination conditions.
4.3.1 C-C imaging model for RIPACT
To present the C-C imaging model for RIPACT, we consider the three dimensional (3D) case.
The acoustic probe contains a single transducer element at position r0, and the measurement
data are collected by moving the probe on a measurement surface S0. Without loss of
generality, it will also be assumed that the measurement surface S0 is a sphere that encloses
the to-be-imaged object. As described above, in RIPACT, the light uence distribution
and consequently the object function are both functions of the acoustic probe location r0.
Accordingly, a view-dependent object function A(r; r0) can be dened as:
A(r; r0) = (r; r0)a(r); (4.5)
where a(r) is the optical absorption coecient and (r; r0) is the view-dependent light
uence distribution. The corresponding pressure data at measurement location r0 2 S0,
denoted by pRI(r0; t), are given by:
pRI(r0; t) =

4Cp
Z
V
drA(r; r0)h(r; t; r0); (4.6)
where h(r; t; r0)  @@t
(t  jr0 rj
c
)
jr0 rj .
In practice, measurement data are acquired at a nite number of tomographic views. Let J
denote the total number of views, and let the measurement surface S0 be evenly divided into
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J surface elements: fSj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; Jg. The j-th surface element Sj is the section of the
sphere whose polar angular range is [j; j+1], where j = j  2J , and whose azimuth angular
range is [0; ]. If the polar angular span for each surface element is small, or equivalently,
the view number J is large, the light uence distribution, and thus the object function, is
approximately constant when the acoustic probe is within each surface element Sj, which
motivates the following assumption:
Assumption 1. When r0 2 Sj, the light uence distribution is xed and independent of r0
and is denoted by j(r). The corresponding absorbed optical energy is also independent
of r0 and is denoted by Aj(r) = j(r)a(r).
The corresponding recorded pressure data are given by:
pRI(r0; t)  
4Cp
Z
V
drAj(r)h(r; t; r0); when r0 2 Sj: (4.7)
Assumption 1 and Equation (4.7) indicate that the measurement data recorded within the
j-th surface element Sj are produced by the j-th object function Aj(r). Hence the forward
imaging process and the reconstruction problem of RIPACT can be regarded as a combi-
nation of J limited-angle tomography subproblems, each involving a view-specic object
function Aj(r).
4.3.2 Interpretation of the reconstructed image
Although Eqn. (4.7) suggest that the RIPACT reconstruction problem can be formulated
into J limited-view subproblems, each subproblem suers from severe data-incompleteness,
hence there are currently no reconstruction methods that can eectively invert Eqn. (4.7)
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and estimate Aj(r) for all j. Most reported experimental implementations of RIPACT have
employed standard PACT reconstruction methods that ignore the fact that the light uence
distribution changes with tomographic view angle. Below we interpret the reconstructed im-
age when the ltered back-projection (FBP) method introduced in Section 2.2.1 is employed.
Recall a FBP inversion formula similar to Eqn. (2.27):
A^RI(r)  
Z
S0
dS0 T

pRI(r0; t)

t=
jr r0j
c
; (4.8)
where r0 2 S0, dS0 denotes a solid angle dierential, and  is a constant. Here, T is an
appropriately dened ltering operator acting on the temporal coordinate of the pressure
data function so that Eqn. (4.8) represents an exact inversion formula [141]. The explicit
form of Eqn. (4.8) is not important; the analysis that follows is valid for any choice of a
mathematically exact inversion formula in the form of a FBP operator.
For each limited-view subproblem specied by Eqn. (4.7), application of the FBP formula to
the limited-view measurement data recorded within the j-th surface element Sj yields
A^j(r) = 
Z
Sj
dS0T [p
RI(r0; t)]t= jr r0j
c
; (4.9)
where A^j(r) denotes a partial reconstructed image corresponding to the j-th limited-view
subproblem. By use of Eqns. (4.8) and (4.9), it is readily veried that
A^RI(r) =
JX
j=1
A^j(r): (4.10)
This establishes that the image reconstructed in RIPACT by use of a conventional linear
reconstruction method can be interpreted as superposition of estimates of A(r) that are
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reconstructed from each of the J limited-view subproblems. A fully discrete version of the
analysis presented above is provided in Appendix C.
4.3.3 Stable detection of singularities with sucient illumination
Because the object function Aj(r) varies for dierent tomographic view j, it is not useful to
directly analyze its wavefront set. However, noting that a(r) is an intrinsic property of the
object and is independent of the view angle, the wavefront set of a(r) instead of Aj(r) is
considered below. We establish a relation between the singularities in a(r) and singularities
in the estimate A^RI(r) obtained by use of the FBP inversion formula under the following
assumptions:
Assumption 2. The uence distribution j(r) is smooth with respect to r, for j = 1; 2; : : : ; J ,
which is equivalent to saying WF [j(r)] = ;.
Assumption 3. The uence distribution j(r) > 0, for r 2 V .
Note that these assumptions hold true in a mathematical sense when j(r) is a solution
of the radiative transfer equation (RTE) (Eqn. (2.1)) [132]. In practice, these assumptions
indicate a sucient illumination condition, where light can penetrate through the entire
to-be-imaged object and generate non-zero optoacoustic signals within the object. The case
where Assumption 3 does not hold is referred to as an insucient illumination condition and
will be addressed in section 4.3.4.
Under these assumptions, one obtains
WF [a(r)] = WF [Aj(r)]; (4.11)
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indicating that when j(r) is smooth and non-zero within V , all the singularities in a(r)
will be contained in the object function Aj(r), although their magnitudes may dier.
To proceed, the notions of `visible singularities' and `added singularities' will be employed
[7, 45]. For a wavefront component (r; ), let us denote the line that passes through r and
parallel to  as l(r; ). Denote the boundary of the measurement surface S as @S, and the
interior of S as Sint = Sn@S. Denote the sphere centered at r1 and passes through r2 as
C(r1; r2).
Consider the canonical PACT imaging process described in Eqn. (4.1), with measurement
data recorded on a smooth and convex measurement surface S. Consider an object function
A(r) : R3 ! R that has a nite support V . The set of visible singularities in A(r) given
S is dened as [7, 45]:
VS(A(r)) = f(r; ) 2 WF [A(r)]; l(r; ) intersects Sintg; (4.12)
These singularities correspond to the stably recoverable singularities dened in Theorem 1.
If there exists a (rA; A) 2 WF [A(r)] such that l(rA; A) intersects with @S, denote the point
of intersection as rS 2 @S. Consider the sphere C(rS; rA). The set of added singularities
is dened as [7, 45]:
AS(A(r)) = f(r; ) : r 2 C(rS; rA);
and  is the outward normal vector of C(rS; rA) at r:g (4.13)
results in microlocal theory, we have the following [7, 45]:
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Theorem 2 Denote the forward PACT imaging operator in Eqn. (4.1) as RS, with pressure
data recorded on a smooth and convex measurement surface S. Consider an object function
A(r) : R3 ! R with a nite support V . Let B denote the ltered back-projection operator.
The singularities in the original function A(r) and the reconstructed estimate BRSA(r) are
related as:
VS(A(r))  WF [BRSA(r)]  fVS(A(r)) [ AS(A(r))g: (4.14)
By substituting A(r) with Aj(r) and Sj with S in Eqn. (4.14) one obtains:
VSj(Aj(r))  WF [A^j(r)]  fVSj(Aj(r)) [ ASj(Aj(r))g: (4.15)
Equation (4.15) states that for each aforementioned limited-angle subproblem in RIPACT,
the reconstructed estimate A^j(r) will contain all the visible singularities in Aj(r), but will
also possibly contain additional singularities that represent artifacts. An illustration of this
relationship in 2D is given in Fig. 4.3. The visible singularities in Aj(r) are the ones for which
l(r; ) intersects the interior of Sj. The added singularities can be intuitively explained as
follows: if l(r; ) intersects the boundary of Sj at rS, then when the FBP operator is `back-
projecting' to form a reconstructed image, it not only back-projects the singularity to the
original location at r, but also back-projects to the entire sphere that is centered at rS and
passes through r, thereby forming the added singularities.
Equations (4.10), (4.11), and (4.15) establish that
[Jj=1 VSj(a(r))  WF [A^RI(r)]
 ([Jj=1VSj(a(r))) [ ([Jj=1ASj(a(r))): (4.16)
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of visible singularities and added singularities.
This result yields the following assertion:
Assertion 1 In RIPACT, under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, a wave front set component
(r; ) of a(r) can be stably recovered by forming the estimate A^
RI(r), if and only if the line
extended in both directions by  intersects the interior of one of the measurement surface
elements Sj. Meanwhile, A^
RI(r) may include additional singularities that represent artifacts,
whose locations and directions are given by Eqn. (4.13) with A(r) = a(r).
Note that in the special case of stationary (and sucient) illumination, the microlocal cor-
respondence that forms the basis for Assertion 1 reduces to that in Theorem 1. In that case,
when S0 is a smooth convex surface that completely encloses the object, all singularities in
a(r) are visible: VS0(a(r)) = WF [a(r)], and will be recovered in the estimate A^RI(r).
The added singularities for the J subproblems are completely cancelled out when they are
summed up to form A^RI(r), therefore leading to no added singularities. However, in RI-
PACT where data inconsistency is present, singularities whose extended line l(r; ) intersect
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the boundaries of Sj may be missing in the reconstructed A^
RI(r), and the added singularities
may not cancel after summation.
4.3.4 Stable detection of singularities with insucient illumina-
tion
In practice, due to limited light penetration within a large object, the value of the optical
uence distribution j(r) within certain regions of the object may be negligibly small. In
this case, there may be wavefront components of a(r) that are, in eect, masked by these
regions of j(r) that have negligible values. The optoacoustic signals originating from these
regions cannot be reliably detected by the transducer. Under this insucient illumination
condition, Assumption 3 can be regarded as being violated. In this subsection, by only
utilizing Assumptions 1 and 2, we establish the microlocal correspondence for the RIPACT
problem with insucient illumination.
The wavefront set of Aj(r) now satises:
WF [Aj(r)]  WF [a(r)]; j = 1; 2; : : : ; J: (4.17)
The analysis in the previous subsection regarding the relationship between the visible and
added singularities VSj(Aj(r));ASj(Aj(r)) and the estimated object A^j(r) for each limited-
view subproblem remains valid (Eqn. (4.15)):
VSj(Aj(r))  WF [A^j(r)]  fVSj(Aj(r)) [ ASj(Aj(r))g: (4.18)
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From Eqns. (4.10) and (4.18), one obtains:
[Jj=1 VSj(Aj(r))  WF [A^RI(r)]
 ([Jj=1VSj(Aj(r))) [ ([Jj=1ASj(Aj(r))): (4.19)
Equation (4.19) indicates that A^RI(r) contains all visible singularities from the J limited-
angle subproblems, but will also possibly contain some added singularities attributable to any
of the subproblems. Note that unlike Eqn. (4.16), Eqn. (4.19) characterizes the singularities
in Aj(r) instead of a(r). This is because in the insucient illumination case, there are
wavefront components in WF [a(r)] that are masked and no longer present in WF [Aj(r)].
Equation. (4.19) reveals a microlocal correspondence for RIPACT with insucient illumi-
nation:
Assertion 2 In RIPACT, under Assumptions 1 and 2, a wavefront set component (r; ) of
a(r) is present in the estimated A^
RI(r), if and only if the followings holds:
1. The line l(r; ) extended in both directions by  intersects with the interior of one of
the measurement surface elements. Denote this surface element as Sj.
2. Denote the uence distribution corresponding to Sj as j(r). j(r) needs to be non-
zero locally at r, so that (r; ) will not be masked by the zero region of j(r) near
r.
Moreover, A^RI(r) may include additional artifacts, whose locations and directions are given
by Eqn. (4.13) with A(r) = Aj(r).
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4.4 Computer simulation studies
Computer-simulation studies were conducted to quantitatively investigate RIPACT and to
corroborate the theoretical conclusions made in Section 4.3.
4.4.1 Illumination schemes
The eight implementations of 2D RIPACT shown in Fig. 4.4 were considered. In each case,
the arrow denotes the position of the ultrasonic transducer relative to the light delivery
system at a given tomographic view angle.
Scheme 1 to Scheme 4: The illumination bars were evenly spaced on a circle enclosing the
object and delivered light towards the target to be imaged. The number of illumination
bars were 8, 16, 32, and 64 in schemes 1 - 4, respectively. These schemes will be utilized
to show how dierent degrees of data inconsistency aect the reconstructed images.
Scheme 5 to Scheme 8: The number of illumination bars was xed at 8, while the posi-
tions of the illumination bars varied in schemes 5 - 8. In Scheme 5, the illumination bars
were positioned on the opposite side of the transducer; in Scheme 6, the illumination
bars were positioned opposite to the transducer, but shifted to the anks; in Scheme
7, the illumination bars were positioned on the same side with the transducer, and
shifted to the anks; in Scheme 8, the illumination bars were positioned adjacent to
the transducer. These schemes will be utilized to verify the microlocal correspondences
in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4 under dierent illumination set-ups.
Scheme 0: In addition, a situation in which the illumination was stationary and relatively
uniform was considered. In this scheme, 512 illumination bars were evenly spaced on
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a circle enclosing the object, and the illumination does not rotate during the imaging
process. This special scheme, referred to as Scheme 0, was employed to represent the
conventional PACT .
Figure 4.4: Illumination schemes used in the simulation studies. The yellow circles represent
the positions of the illumination bars, which are positioned 8 cm from the center; the gray
arrow represents the transducer location, which is also 8 cm from the center. Top row, from
left to right, shows schemes 1 to 4, with 8, 16, 32, and 64 evenly spaced illumination bars,
respectively. Bottom row, from left to right, shows schemes 5 to 8.
4.4.2 Numerical phantoms
Two 3D numerical phantoms were employed. Slices through the central planes of the phan-
toms are shown in Fig. 4.5.
Small Phantom: The phantom on the left in Fig. 4.5 corresponds to a relatively small
object that is representative of small animal imaging. The torso is represented by
a 2 cm diameter cylinder with 1 mm thick skin; vessels are represented by two small
cylinders oriented in the X-Y and Y-Z directions. This phantom simulates the scenario
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in Section 4.3.3, where the delivered light can suciently penetrate through the object
such that Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 are all satised.
Large Phantom: The phantom on the right in Fig. 4.5 corresponds to a larger object that
is representative of clinical breast imaging. The breast is represented by a 10 cm
diameter cylinder with an 1 mm thick skin; vessels are represented by eight small
cylinders oriented in the X-Y and Y-Z directions; four spheres represent tumors. This
phantom simulates the insucient illumination scenario in Section 4.3.4 where, due to
limited light penetration, the light uence at certain locations is negligible.
(a) Small phantom (b) Large phantom
Figure 4.5: Slices through the central planes of the numerical phantoms. An illustration of
the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation set-up is also displayed. (a) The small phantom to mimic
sucient illumination (small animal imaging). (b) The large phantom to mimic insucient
illumination (breast imaging). Only one illumination bar is shown for illustration purpose,
while the actual MC simulation employed multiple illumination bars.
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4.4.3 Generation of simulated tomographic measurements
Monte Carlo simulation of optical process
To simulate the light propagation process, a GPU-accelerated 3D Monte Carlo method was
employed [36, 60]. In the MC simulation, the total volume is 162:5 162:5 7:75mm3, with
a voxel-size of 0.25 mm. The incident light from each illumination bar was modeled as a
uniform cone beam with an angle of 22.5 degrees located at the center of the Z direction.
Light propagation through both numerical phantoms in Section 4.4.2 were simulated, with
representative optical property values assigned to dierent tissues within the phantom (see
Appendix D). The Monte Carlo simulation was repeated for each of 512 tomographic view
angles to obtain the corresponding view-dependent 3D optical absorption distribution. Fi-
nally a thin 3D slice along the X-Y plane with a Z-direction height of 0.25 mm was extracted
to represent the object function Aj(r). The 3D thin slice was employed instead of the entire
3D volumetric optical absorption distribution in order to reduce computation burden. In
addition, the thin 3D slice well resembles a 2D scenario which can greatly simplify the anal-
ysis in Section 4.4. This process was repeated for all eight RIPACT illumination schemes in
Section 4.4.1 alone with Scheme 0.
Acoustic pressure data generation
Acoustic wave propagation within the 2D plane resembled by the 3D slice Aj(r) was simu-
lated. A 1:10 1:10mm2 planar transducer was employed to record the pressure signal. One
complete scan corresponded to rotating both the illumination and transducer for J = 512
steps around the object, with the transducer facing the center of rotation. At every step, the
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initial pressure distribution was set to  Aj(r). The pressure data recorded at the transducer
location were generated by the spherical-voxel-based-method described in Eqn. (4.2) with
the system matrix H specied by Eqn. (4.3) (details can be found in Chapter 2 [91]). The
sampling frequency was 10 MHz, with K = 1024 time samples and L = 1024 frequency
samples. The radius of the spherical voxel was  = 0:125 mm. The speed of sound was
c = 1:52 mm=s. The EIR of the transducer is set to be a Dirac-delta function, and the SIR
was modeled using Eqn. (4.4).
4.4.4 Image reconstruction method
A FBP and an iterative reconstruction method for 3D PACT were employed to reconstruct
images from the simulated RIPACT pressure data. We applied 3D reconstruction methods
because the thin 3D object produces acoustic wave-elds that obey a 3D wave equation. Both
methods were predicated upon the assumption that the object and background medium were
acoustically homogeneous and lossless. This assumption is routinely employed with good
success in current implementations of PACT [84, 129, 125, 91].
The FBP method utilized the formula in Eqn. (2.27) [132]. Although it can be implemented
eciently [126], like most analytic reconstruction formula, Eqn. (2.27) is based on the canon-
ical C-C imaging model that assumes idealized point-like transducers and complete measure-
ment data.
Because they are directly formulated on a D-D imaging model instead of the canonical C-C
model, iterative, also known as optimization-based, image reconstruction methods provide
the opportunity to compensate for non-ideal physical factors and better mitigate data in-
completeness. In this study, based on the D-D model in Eqn. (4.2), we dene a penalized
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least-squares (PLS) estimate opt in Eqn. (2.30) with the quadratic smoothness penalty in
Eqn. (2.32) This iterative method will hereafter be referred to as the PLS method. The
system matrix H was computed by use of Eqn. (4.3), which models both the EIR and SIR
of the transducer element. Although the system matrix employed in the reconstruction
was the same as the one employed in the forward data generation in Section 4.4.3, exact
inverse crime was avoided because of the aforementioned data inconsistency caused by view-
dependent Aj(r) in RIPACT. A conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm [115] was employed to
(approximately) solve the optimization problem in Eqn. (2.30). The algorithm was termi-
nated after 100 iterations. The regularization parameter  was empirically chosen to avoid
over-smoothing the reconstructed image.
For both FBP and PLS methods, the 3D region to be reconstructed was of size 30  30 
0:25 mm3 for the small phantom, and 1101100:25 mm3 for the large phantom, both with
an voxel-size of 0.25 mm. The Gruneisen coecient was   = c2=Cp = 2000 in all studies.
4.5 Numerical results
4.5.1 Comparison of dierent reconstruction methods
To investigate the eects of dierent physical factors on RIPACT image reconstruction, three
dierent sets of simulated pressure data were generated:
1. Pressure data recorded by an ideal point-like-transducer: This dataset was employed
to investigate the reconstruction methods' robustness to data inconsistency produced
by the use of rotating illumination.
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2. Pressure data produced in the same way as above, but with white Gaussian noise
added. The standard deviation of the noise is 1% of the peak value of the noiseless
measurement data.
3. Pressure data recorded by a nite-size-transducer with measurement noise: White
Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 1% of the peak value of the measurement
data was added, and the transducer's SIR was incorporated in the forward model.
This dataset was employed to investigate the reconstruction method's performance in
a more realistic situation.
Note that because the FBP method does not compensate for the transducer's directivity,
point-like-transducer is assumed in the rst two sets of forward data to minimize the eect of
additional model error, while a nite-size-transducer is assumed for the third set of forward
data. For simplicity, we show the results for illumination Scheme 5 only.
Both the FBP and the PLS reconstruction methods were applied to all three sets of simulated
measurement data. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 4.6, where the top row shows
the FBP results for the three datasets, and the bottom row contains the corresponding PLS
results. Figure 4.6(a) shows signicant structured streak-type artifacts, likely caused by
model inconsistencies from rotating illumination, while these artifacts are largely suppressed
in (d). Figure 4.6(b) shows random background noise in addition to the inconsistency-
artifacts, while a cleaner background in (e) suggests successful noise suppression by the
PLS method. A comparison between (c) and (f) also demonstrates PLS method's ability
to compensate for transducer directivity while mitigating various types of artifacts. These
results indicate that, compared to the FBP method, the PLS method can better compensate
for artifacts caused by data inconsistency from rotating illumination and measurement noise,
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.6: Comparison of FBP and PLS reconstruction methods with three sets of forward
data for Scheme 5. All images are displayed in logarithmic scale, with the same gray scale
window showing black as the minimum value and white as the maximum. (a) FBP with
point-transducer, noiseless. (b) FBP with point-transducer, noisy. (c) FBP with nite-size-
transducer, noisy. (d) PLS with point-transducer, noiseless. (e) PLS with point-transducer,
noisy. (f) PLS with nite-size-transducer, noisy.
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Table 4.1: Mean Square Error Between Reconstructed
Images and Phantom Absorption Maps for Large phan-
tom with schemes 1 through 4
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
MSE1 6.0377 2.8530 2.3990 2.3867
1 The mean square error is in scales of 10 4.
and transducer directivity. Therefore, in the following two studies the PLS method was
employed.
4.5.2 Relationship between data inconsistency and image degra-
dation
Figure 4.7 shows images reconstructed by use of the PLS method corresponding to the large
phantom with illumination schemes 1 to 4. Table 4.1 provides the mean square error (MSE)
between the reconstructed image and the phantom absorption map. Since Aj(r) is dierent
at each view in RIPACT, we do not have a ground truth A(r). Thus, we displayed the optical
absorption coecient map a(r) as a reference in Fig. 4.7(a), and used the average A(r) of
all 512 views from the Monte Carlo simulation (similar to Eqn. (4.10)) as the ground truth
A(r) when computing the MSE. We also displayed the reconstructed image from Scheme 0 in
Fig. 4.7(b) corresponding to stationary illumination. The results show a direct relationship
between the degree of inconsistency and the degree of the reconstructed image's degradation.
When fewer illumination bars are utilized (as in Scheme 1), Aj(r) changes signicantly when
j varies, which leads to a large degree of data inconsistency between the RIPACT imaging
model and the stationary PACT imaging model assumed by the reconstruction algorithm.
When the number of illumination bars is increased (in schemes 2 to 4), the dierence in
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.7: Image reconstructed by use of the PLS method for Scheme 1 through Scheme
4, displayed in logarithmic scale. (a) phantom absorption coecient a map, (b) Scheme 0
(stationary illumination), (c) Scheme 1, (d) Scheme 2, (e) Scheme 3, (f) Scheme 4.
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Aj(r) for dierent j becomes smaller, hence lowering the degree of data inconsistency. With
a smaller degree of inconsistency, the reconstruction algorithm can better recover structures
within the object. In Fig. 4.7, one can observe visible blurring and streak-type artifacts in
Scheme 1, but these artifacts become less severe when the illumination bar number increases.
In Table 4.1, a decrease in the MSE with an increased number of illumination bars is also
observed. These results conrm that the degree of data inconsistency in RIPACT is directly
related to the degree of degradation in the reconstructed images.
4.5.3 Verication of singularity detection with sucient illumina-
tion
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.8: Reconstructed images of the small phantom for schemes 5 through 8, displayed
in logarithmic scale. (a) phantom absorption coecient a map, (b) Scheme 0 (stationary
illumination), (c) Scheme 5, (d) Scheme 6, (e) Scheme 7, (f) Scheme 8.
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Here, results that corroborate the singularity detection condition (Assertion 1) in RIPACT
with sucient illumination are presented. Illumination schemes 5 through 8, which represents
very dierent illumination conditions, were applied with the small phantom described in
Section 4.4.2. The results for Scheme 0 are presented as a reference. The reconstructed
images are shown in Fig. 4.8. Because the wavefront set is applicable only to continuous
functions, we use the edges of a discrete image to approximate its `singularities'. Here, the
edges were extracted by applying a Roberts Cross lter [105] to the discrete image to estimate
the gradient magnitude of the image, and thresholding the magnitude of the gradient map
with a threshold of 3 times of the image's mean intensity value. This value represents a
practical threshold below which the signal is assumed to be too small to detect. Note that
for Scheme 0, we used a dierent threshold of 1 times the mean of the image's intensity value
in order to get a representative edge map (see Section 4.6 for more discussion on the choice
of threshold).
To corroborate Assertion 1, the following steps were performed, with the results shown in
Fig. 4.9:
1. First, the edges of the absorption map a(r) were extracted using the aforementioned
Roberts edge detection method. An area of 12:5 12:5mm2, which contains the tube
and circle structures within the phantom, was cropped from the reconstruction region.
2. Assertion 1 was employed to predict the visible singularities in a(r), which are shown
in Fig. 4.9(a).
3. The Roberts edge detection method was applied to the reconstructed images with the
same noise threshold to retrieve the edge maps. The reconstructed images contain
both the visible singularities and added singularities. We separated them using a mask
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generated from the a(r) edge map in Step 1. The reconstructed visible singularities
were displayed in Fig. 4.9(b), and the reconstructed added singularities were displayed
in Fig. 4.9(c).
4. Finally, the mean square error (MSE) and structure similarity (SSIM) index [133] were
computed between the theoretical edge maps obtained in Step 2 and the reconstructed
visible edge maps obtained in Step 3, which are shown in Table 4.2 for reference.
As stated in section 4.3.3, for RIPACT with sucient illumination and a closed detection
surface, all the singularities in a(r) can be stably recovered, as indicated by the results in
Fig. 4.9(a). This conclusion is further corroborated by the observation that almost all the
edges are accurately reconstructed in the simulation results shown in Fig. 4.9, and almost
no added singularities are present in Fig. 4.9(c). Along with the quantitative measures in
Table 4.2, the close agreement between the theoretical prediction and simulation results
corroborates Assertion 1 regarding the stable detection of singularities in RIPACT with
sucient illumination.
Table 4.2: Similarities of visible edges between theoretical predictions and reconstructed
images
Scheme 5 Scheme 6 Scheme 7 Scheme 8
MSE 0.0015379 0.0015379 0.0015379 0.0015379
SSIM 0.99963 0.99954 0.99960 0.99960
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Scheme 5 Scheme 6 Scheme 7 Scheme 8
(a) Locations of theoretically-predicted visible edges
(b) Locations of visible edges in reconstructed images
Scheme 0
(c) Locations of added edges in reconstructed images
Figure 4.9: Corroboration of Assertion 1 for sucient illumination. The columns from left
to right in each sub-gure display the results for schemes 0, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. (a)
the stably detectable (visible) edges predicted by the corollary. (b) the reconstructed visible
edges from PACT simulation. (c) the reconstructed added edges from PACT simulation.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.10: Reconstructed images for large phantom with Scheme 5 through Scheme 8,
displayed in logarithmic scale. (a) phantom absorption coecient a map; (b) Scheme 0
(stationary illumination); (c) Scheme 5; (d) Scheme 6; (e) Scheme 7; (f) Scheme 8.
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4.5.4 Verication of singularity detection with insucient illumi-
nation
In this subsection, images of the large phantom corresponding to illumination schemes 5-
8 were reconstructed from the simulated pressure data. Scheme 0 was also considered to
represent stationary illumination as a reference. The reconstructed images are shown in
Fig. 4.10. The same 4-step procedure described in the previous section was employed to
verify the singularity detection condition with insucient illumination (Assertion 2). The
threshold of Roberts edge detection is chosen to be 4 times the mean intensity of the image.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.11 and in Table 4.3.
In the continuous-to-continuous context where nite sampling eects are negligible, with
stationary illumination and the measurement surface enclosing the object, all singularities
in the optical absorption map will be stably recovered in the reconstructed image, which is
corroborated by Scheme 0 in Figs. 4.11(a) and 4.11(b). In addition, no added singularity will
be present in the reconstructed image, which is demonstrated by Scheme 0 in Fig. 4.11(c).
And for RIPACT, as stated in Assertion 2, even with a closed measurement surface, singu-
larities in the object may be missing in the reconstructed image if they are located within
the zero regions of the uence map when light penetration is limited. This is corroborated
by the agreement between the theoretical prediction of visible singularities (Fig. 4.11(a))
and the reconstructed visible singularities (Fig. 4.11(b)). Assertion 2 also predicts that some
additional singularities may be present in the reconstructed image, which is conrmed by
Fig. 4.11(c). Note that the theoretical analysis in Section 4.3 is based on a mathematical and
continuous context, which is inherently dierent from the discrete framework on which the
simulation studies are based, therefore the agreement between Fig. 4.11(a) and Fig. 4.11(b)
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may not be perfect. Despite this discrepancy, the close resemblance between the theoreti-
cal prediction and simulation results still implies that Assertion 2 provides useful guidance
for determining missing and added singularities in reconstructed images in RIPACT with
insucient illumination.
Table 4.3: Similarities of visible edges between theoretical predictions and reconstructed
images
Scheme 5 Scheme 6 Scheme 7 Scheme 8
MSE 0.00364 0.00392 0.00394 0.00267
SSIM 0.99986 0.99985 0.99989 0.99990
4.6 Discussion and conclusion
This chapter investigated the impact of non-stationary illumination on PACT image recon-
struction. Based on the canonical PACT imaging model, the imaging model of RIPACT
was described in the continuous form. Theoretical insights into the RIPACT reconstruction
problem were provided by applying mathematical results from microlocal analysis. Theoret-
ical assertions were proposed to identify the visible and added singularities within the object
for RIPACT under both sucient and insucient illumination conditions. The designed
numerical simulation studies showed that in RIPACT: (1) Iterative image reconstruction
methods can better mitigate reconstruction artifacts caused by both data inconsistency and
noise, compared to analytical methods like ltered back-projection. (2) The degree of data
inconsistency is directly related to the degree of reconstructed image degradation. 3) The
singularities stably reconstructed in the simulation closely match those predicted by our
theoretical conclusions under various illumination conditions.
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Scheme 5
(b) Locations of visible edges in reconstructed images
(a) Locations of theoretically-predicted visible edges
Scheme 6 Scheme 7 Scheme 8Scheme 0
(c) Locations of added edges in reconstructed images
Figure 4.11: Corroboration of Assertion 2 for insucient illumination. The columns from
left to right in each sub-gure display results for schemes 0, 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. (a)
the stably detectable (visible) edges predicted by Assertion 2. (b) the reconstructed visible
edges from PACT simulation. (c) the reconstructed added edges from PACT simulation.
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The studies in Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 compared the theoretically-predicted visible singu-
larities, V(a(r)), with the visible singularities contained in the images reconstructed by a
reconstruction method that assumed a stationary optical illumination. Although Eqn. (4.13)
denes the set of added singularities, A(a(r)), for each tomographic view angle, when the
estimated A^j(r) are summed up over all tomographic views, these added singularities may
cancel (see Eqn. (4.10)). The degree of data inconsistency, assuming an idealized measure-
ment system, increased from zero in the stationary illumination case, to a relatively small
degree in RIPACT with sucient illumination case, and further increases in RIPACT with
insucient illumination. The added singularities will completely cancel out with stationary
illumination under a continuous context (see Scheme 0 in Fig. 4.9). The presence of more
streak-type artifacts in Fig. 4.10 than in Fig. 4.8 suggests less cancellation in the insucient
illumination case compared to the sucient illumination case. Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that a larger degree of data inconsistency results in less cancellation of added
singularities, and thus more artifacts in the reconstructed image.
The threshold value used in the Roberts edge detection step in Section 4.4 determined
the value of A(r) under which the absorbed optical energy was assumed to be negligible.
Developing a rigorous threshold-picking-method is beyond the scope of this dissertation. We
chose a threshold based on the mean intensity value of the image, and visually veried that
the extracted edge map is a close representation of the edges in the image.
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Chapter 5
Assessing PACT breast imaging
systems by applying signal detection
theory
In this chapter, we investigate a task-based approach to assess the performance of PACT
breast imaging systems. In particular, we apply principles from signal detection theory
to compute the detectability of a simulated tumor at dierent depths within a breast, for
two dierent system designs. The signal-to-noise ratio of the test statistic computed by a
numerical observer is employed as the task-specic summary measure of system performance.
A numerical breast model is employed that contains both slowly varying background and
vessel structures as the background model, and superimpose a deterministic signal to emulate
a tumor. This study quanties how signal detection performance of a numerical observer
will vary as a function of signal depth and imaging system characteristics. The described
methodology can be employed readily to systematically optimize PACT imaging systems for
tumor detection tasks.
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5.1 Background on signal detection theory
As introduced in Chapter 2, PACT, as an merging imaging modality that employs a contrast
mechanism based on optical absorption coupled with ultrasonic detection principles, holds
great potential for human breast imaging applications. The process of designing an eective
PACT imaging system is complicated and involves consideration of the imaging physics,
instrumentation response, and to-be-imaged object characteristics. To guide this process,
a summary measure of imaging system performance, or image quality, is typically utilized.
Such measures can be categorized as physical measures, and objective (task-based) measures.
Examples of commonly-employed physical measures of image quality include contrast-to-
noise ratios, signal-to-noise ratios, and spatial resolution measures [46]. While useful in
preliminary stages of system design [131, 132, 35], such physical measures have limited value
because they do not directly convey how useful the image will be for performing specic
diagnostic tasks.
It is advocated in the modern imaging science literature to utilize objective, or task-based,
measures of system performance to guide the process of imaging system optimization [12].
Task-based measures of image quality or system performance, describe the performance of
a specied observer in completing a specied diagnostic task by use of images produced by
the system [92, 10, 73, 108, 50, 109]. Accordingly, guided by such measures, the design of
an imaging system can be tailored so that it produces images that are not simply visually
attractive, but rather are most informative with respect to the diagnostic task at hand. The
salients aspects of task-based measures and signal detection theory are reviewed below.
To obtain a task-based measures, four essential components are required [9]:
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1. Specication of a task.
2. The signal and background model that describes a representative to-be-imaged object,
and model of the imaging procedure, which together describe the image data.
3. An observer that performs the task.
4. A gure of merit that quanties the performance of the observer on the specied task.
The details of each component will be described below.
5.1.1 Task specication
Two kinds of tasks are often considered in medical imaging applications: classication tasks
and estimation tasks. Classication tasks categorize an obtained image into one of several
classes. Most diagnosis tasks, that label tissues as healthy/malignant or label cancer stages
for tumors, fall into this category. Estimation tasks determine parameter values according
to the obtained images. Quantitative tasks that measures blood oxygen level, specic-type
cell count are typical estimation tasks. In this chapter, we focus on a binary detection task
with two classes: signal-present and signal-absent cases.
5.1.2 Models of objects and images
When evaluating the imaging system, the physical and statistical properties of the to-be-
imaged objects or reconstructed images need to be considered. Though only in rare cases
can the full probability density distribution of a realistic object be explicitly expressed,
a considerable amount of progress has been made to characterize and utilize lower-order
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statistics of real tissues [56]. In addition, by use of numerical algorithms to generate realistic
random objects, researchers are able to characterize the statistical properties from these
simulated samples [106, 28].
5.1.3 Observer
After specifying a task and obtaining a set of objects, an observer is applied to perform
the task. Human observers, including doctors and radiologists, directly look at the images
and make either diagnostic decisions or quantify physiological parameter values. Employing
human observers are time and resource consuming when the number of images is large,
and the performance of human observers is aected by environmental factors. The ideal
observer (IO) is a mathematical observer that makes the optimal decision by utilizing the
full statistics of the to-be-imaged object. However, as mentioned in Section 5.1.2, the full
statistics of the object may not be available and the computation of IO may be intractable
[74, 51]. In practice, the Hotelling observer (HO) is a widely used numerical observer that
only requires the rst- and second-order statistics of the object, which can be conveniently
estimated from a collection of samples [12].
5.1.4 Figure of merit
The nal component is a quantitative measure that evaluates how well the observer performs
on the task, for the collection of objects of interest. This measure is referred to as the gure of
merit (FOM). For a classication task, area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve (AUC) is a widely employed FOM. Similar FOMs, such as area under the therapeutic
operating characteristic curve (AUTOC), have been proposed for other tasks [11, 29]. Other
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FOMs for classication tasks include signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), sensitivity/specicity pairs,
and the percent of correct decisions [12]. For an estimation task, possible FOMs include
bias, variance, mean square error (MSE), and Cramer-Rao bound for maximum-likelihood
estimators [12].
5.2 Task-based measures for PACT imaging systems
In this section, implementation details are presented regarding choosing and combining the
aforementioned four key components to compute task-based measures for a PACT imaging
system.
5.2.1 Imaging model
Computer-simulation of a PACT imaging system requires numerical modeling of both light
and acoustic wave propagation. We consider a fully discrete description of these processes
and describe them by use of operators detailed below.
Modeling of light transport
A continuous description of the light transportation within the tissue is given in Section 2.1.1.
Denote the corresponding discrete-to-discrete operator by HO. The D-D operator HO maps
a discrete representation f of the optical property distributions of the object including optical
absorption coecients, optical scattering coecients, refractive indices, and anisotropy, to a
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discrete absorbed energy density distribution denoted by :
 = HO(f): (5.1)
In our study, the action of HO was computed by use of a GPU-accelerated 3D Monte Carlo
simulation toolbox called MCXLAB [36]. The toolbox launches millions of photon packets
and tracks their propagations through the tissue, modeling light absorption, scattering, and
refraction.
Modeling of photoacoustic signal generation and propagation
The acoustic process, denoted by a D-D operator HA, describes the generation and prop-
agation of optoacoustic signals. The operator HA is a mapping from the absorbed energy
density distribution Ar to the recorded pressure data, denoted by u:
u = HA: (5.2)
In this chapter, the spherical-voxel-based-model introduced in Section 2.1.3 is employed
to compute the action of HA [126]. The discrete absorbed energy density distribution 
represents a collection of spherical voxels, each generating an N-shaped pressure prole.
Each pressure prole is then translated to the transducer location and convolved with the
transducer's electrical impulse response (EIR) and spatial impulse response (SIR). The nal
recorded pressure data are created by aggregating the translated and convolved N-shaped
pressure signals from all spherical voxels. Using this model, the operator HA can be imple-
mented according to Eqns. (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25).
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Overall numerical description of PACT imaging system
By using the operators dened subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.1, we denote the overall D-D de-
scription of PACT imaging procedure, including both optical and acoustic processes, by
HOA, and write it as:
u = HOA(f) + n (5.3)
= HA(HO(f)) + n; (5.4)
where n is additive white Gaussian noise to model the measurement noise of the imaging
system, whose standard deviation is set to be a typical value of 20% of the total energy
(l2 norm) of the noiseless recorded pressure data HOA(f). Note that because the photon
propagation is a non-linear process, both HO and H are non-linear operators, while HA is a
linear operator.
5.2.2 Object model
The to-be-imaged object f is comprised of a general tissue background and a possible signal
of interest. The tissue background is denoted as fb, and we employed a realistic human breast
phantom derived from clinical magnetic resonance (MR) data as fb [80]. The background
contains various tissue types within the breast including skin, vessels, and normal breast
tissues. The signal of interest is denoted as fs, and we employ a solid sphere embedded at
dierent locations within the breast phantom as fs. In our study, the generated object f has
a total volume of 320 320 140 voxels, with an isotropic voxel-size of 0.5 mm.
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5.2.3 Specication of detection task
Because of the non-linear nature of PACT imaging, we consider a simple binary detection
task referred to as the signal-known-exactly and background-known-exactly (SKE-BKE)
task. Namely, the situation in which a deterministic signal (the tumor) fs embedded in a
deterministic background fb is considered. For SKE-BKE task, the observer is required to
chose one of two hypotheses based on the input:
H0 : u = HOA(fb) + n (5.5)
H1 : u = HOA(fb + fs) + n: (5.6)
Here, H denotes the photoacoustic imaging operator in Eqn. (5.4), n denotes random mea-
surement noise, and H0 and H1 denote respectively the signal-absent and signal-present
hypotheses.
5.2.4 Numerical observer
In this study, the Hotelling observer (HO) is chosen to perform the SKE-BKE detection task.
The HO is computed from an ensemble of random measurement data u generated by use of
Eqn. (5.4). The HO is an optimal linear observer, in the sense that it maximize a certain
measure of separability between the two hypotheses H0 and H1. The HO employed in this
study is optimal in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and its test statistic is given as
[12]
(u) = uyKu 1u; (5.7)
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where u is the dierence of the mean data vectors under the H1 and H0 hypotheses, Ku is
the covariance matrix of the measurement data u, and ()y denotes the adjoint operator, or
the conjugate transpose operator in our context. Both u and Ku are empirically estimated
from the generated ensemble of u.
5.2.5 Figure of merit
The SNR of the test statistic (u) in Eqn. (5.7) is employed as the FOM [12]:
SNR2 = uyKu 1u: (5.8)
For a SKE-BKE binary detection task, and a white Gaussian noise model with standard
deviation of , one has
u = HOA(fb + fs) HOA(fb); (5.9)
and Ku = 
2I; (5.10)
where I is the identity matrix. Henceforth, Eqn. (5.8) can be rewritten as
SNR2 =  2kHOA(fb + fs) HOA(fb)k22: (5.11)
A higher value of SNR corresponds to better separation between the two hypotheses, and
therefore to an improved detectability of the target tumor signal.
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5.3 Breast imaging system designs and simulation study
Computer simulation studies were conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
method in assessing signal detection performance in PACT imaging systems.
We employed the realistic numerical breast phantom as described in Chapter 3 as our back-
ground object fb. A 3D rendered view of the breast phantom is shown in Fig. 5.1(a). The
phantom consists of a skin layer, vessels, and normal breast tissue, and it is surrounded
by water as an acoustic coupling medium. We employed a 2 mm radius sphere as the de-
terministic signal tumor to be imaged (blue circles in Fig. 5.1(b)). The tumor position is
dened by its polar angle  and distance r. By positioning the tumor at one location, a
corresponding binary detection task was dened. In our simulation, we scanned across 15
dierent tumor positions:  = f0; 20; 40; 60; 80g, r = 50 mm, 55 mm, 60 mm , thus
creating 15 detection tasks. After the phantom was created, we assigned optical properties
to dierent tissues in the phantom (see Appendix E).
(b)(a)
Figure 5.1: (a) A 3D rendered view of the breast object. (b) Illustration of tumor positions
in the simulation study.
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Next, we considered two PACT breast imaging systems, and applied the proposed method to
evaluate their performances in tumor detection. The set-up of System A is shown in Fig. 5.2
[81, 16]. In the optical process, System A delivers light through eight illumination bars
located around the breast. Laser pulses are directed to the illumination bar through optical
bers and form three 45 cone beams per illumination bar. In the acoustic process, System
A employed a 85 mm-radius 80 arc-shaped detecting array with 64 equally-spaced 1.1 mm
 1.1 mm transducer elements. The arc-shaped array rotated over the full 360 degrees and
recorded pressure signals at 128 angular positions.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: (a) Illumination set-up of System A. (b) Ultrasound detector set-up of System
A.
The set-up of System B is shown in Fig. 5.3 [68, 67]. In the optical process, System B directs
the laser beam upward along the vertical axis. A diverging lens spreads the light to form an
80 cone beam to illuminate the breast. The detector array in System B is comprised of a 85
mm radius hemispherical shell, with 512 1.1 mm  1.1 mm transducer elements embedded
in a spherical spiral pattern similar to an Archimedes spiral. During the imaging process,
the detector array is rotated through 16 angular positions to collect pressure data.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Illumination set-up of System B. (b) Ultrasound detector set-up of System
B.
For each of the 15 detection tasks, simulated noisy measurement data were computed as
described above. The SNR of the HO was then calculated by use of Eqn. (5.11). This
process was repeated for both System A and System B.
5.4 Simulation results
Figure 5.4 shows the performance of the HO for both imaging systems for all 15 tumor
locations. The x-axis denotes the tumor angle indicating its location (larger angle means
the tumor is closer to the chest wall), and the y-axis denotes the SNR value of the observer
displayed in logarithmic scale. The red solid circles correspond to System A, and the dashed
blue cross correspond to System B. The three subplots in Fig. 5.4 indicate three dierent
tumor distances: (a) 60 mm, (b) 55 mm, (c) 50 mm, and a smaller value means deeper
embedded tumor. We also show the reconstructed images for both systems in Figs. 5.5 and
5.6. The images were reconstructed by use of the back-projection algorithm in Eqn. (2.26),
and the center slices through the tumor center are displayed. We choose all ve tumor angles
and a xed tumor distance of 60 mm from breast center.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.4: The SNR plot of Hotelling observer in logarithmic scales. Red solid circles:
System A. Blue dashed crosses: System B. (a) r = 60mm (indicating shallow tumor). (b) r
= 55 mm. (c) r = 50mm (indicating deep tumor).
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Figure 5.5: Reconstructed images for System A. The tumor distance from breast center is
60 mm. Transverse slices through the tumor center are displayed. (a) Tumor angle = 0.
(b) Tumor angle = 20. (c) Tumor angle = 40. (d) Tumor angle = 60. (e) Tumor angle =
80.
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Figure 5.6: Reconstructed images for System B. The tumor distance from breast center is
60 mm. Transverse slices through the tumor center are displayed. (a) Tumor angle = 0.
(b) Tumor angle = 20. (c) Tumor angle = 40. (d) Tumor angle = 60. (e) Tumor angle =
80.
From Figs. 5.4 - 5.6, we can see that for tumors located near the nipple area (angles 0; 20),
System B performs better than System A, especially when the tumor is deeper. This agrees
with the fact that System B delivers the light right on top of the nipple area, thus giving rise
to strong tumor signals, while System A has smaller amount of light reaching these tumor
positions. On the other hand, for tumors located o the nipple area, especially those near
the chest wall (angles 40; 60; 80), System A reaches higher HO SNR values than System
B in detecting these tumors. This dierence can be explained by the fact that System A
uniformly spreads the illumination to surround the breast, thus generating sucient signals
for a large part of the breast, whereas System B's cone beam hardly reaches the region near
the chest wall.
Note that the purpose of our study is not to directly compare the two PACT imaging systems,
but to use these examples to demonstrate the viability of using signal-detection theory to
assess PACT system design. The results from our simulation can be well-explained by the
characteristics of the system set-ups, and both qualitatively and quantitatively signicant
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dierences in the result indicates that the proposed methodology holds great potential in
evaluating and optimizing system design.
5.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a method to evaluate PACT imaging systems using signal-
detection theory. A SKE-BKE detection task is considered in this preliminary study. To
compare two PACT imaging system designs, we employed a clinically realistic breast phan-
tom with tumors embedded at dierent depths and positions. We used a HO to quantify
each system in performing the signal-detection task. The results showed that the two imag-
ing systems are not equally advantageous in detecting tumors at dierent locations, which
can be explained by their set-up. The described framework provides an important tool to
optimize PACT system designs.
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Chapter 6
Accelerating PACT iterative image
reconstruction algorithms by use of an
unmatched adjoint operator
6.1 Introduction
To reconstruct PACT images, analytical methods such as ltered back-projection [141, 143,
39] have been employed for their simplicity and computational eciency. However, such
analytical methods do not model the response of the detection system [129]. In addition, they
do not compensate for randommeasurement noise, and produce artifacts when reconstructing
from incomplete measurement data [125, 91]. To address these problems, optimization-based
iterative reconstruction algorithms have been utilized to reconstruct images with improved
quality. By incorporating proper regularization, they can mitigate measurement noise and
data incompleteness; and by incorporating more comprehensive imaging physics as well
as transducer properties, model errors can be reduced [123, 125, 129, 23]. Despite these
advantages, relatively few studies have reported applying iterative image reconstruction to
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large FOV three-dimensional (3D) PACT, primarily due to the large computation burden
associated with reconstructing a large volume with sub-millimeter voxels.
Much progress has been made to reduce the reconstruction time by use of modern GPUs
[126], but reconstructing a whole-body mouse image, from our experience, still takes up to
tens of hours. Some researchers have approximated spherical surfaces with polygon meshes,
ignored some second-order terms, and utilized hash-table-based data structures to accelerate
iterative PACT reconstruction method [27], but such approximations may be inaccurate
when the object is near the transducer, and it is complicated to implement such an approach.
Therefore, long computation times remain a crucial limiting factor in applying iterative
reconstruction algorithms, with comprehensive imaging model, to large eld-of-view (FOV)
PACT imaging applications.
Most iterative reconstruction methods require repeated evaluation of a forward operator and
its associated adjoint operator. Evaluating the adjoint operator may be time consuming,
therefore approximated, but computationally more ecient, operators have been employed
in place of the exact adjoint operator in previous works [148, 135, 64]. This approximated
operator is referred to as an \unmatched adjoint operator. " Although greatly reducing the
computation time, such unmatched adjoint operators can lead to algorithm divergence in
particular scenarios, thus yielding undesirable image reconstruction results. In particular,
the work by Zeng et al. [148] has analysed the convergence behavior of a Landweber iterative
algorithm when employing an unmatched adjoint operator. Although this provided valuable
theoretical insights, there are several limitations associated with Zeng's work. For example,
only the solution to a simple optimization problem without regularization was presented, but
in practice, regularization is routinely employed to improve reconstruction quality. Moreover,
the convergence condition was derived based on the assumption that all eigenvalues of the
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forward-adjoint-operator pair are real, while they can be complex when the adjoint operator
is unmatched. Additionally, though the convergence condition presented in the work was
clear and concise, it was not systematically validated in numerical studies.
On the other hand, Arridge et al. [4] have intensively studied the adjoint operator of PACT
from a mathematical point of view. Most previous works on iterative PACT image re-
construction compute the discrete-to-discrete (D-D) adjoint operator by rst discretizing
the continuous-to-continuous (C-C) forward operator, then taking the adjoint of the D-D
forward operator [129, 126, 57]. Conversely, Arridge's work rst derived the C-C adjoint
operator, then discretized it to obtain a D-D adjoint operator. In this way, since the C-C
forward and adjoint operators can be discretized in an unmatched manner, the obtained D-D
adjoint operator can be unmatched. Arridge's work presented valuable insight for formulat-
ing D-D adjoint operators for use in iterative PACT reconstruction, but the computation
issue related to iterative algorithms was not addressed therein. There remains a need to
carefully investigate if there is computational advantages for employing unmatched adjoint
operators in PACT imaging, and also the situations where such a strategy may lead to
algorithm divergence and undesirable reconstruction results.
In our work, an unmatched PACT adjoint operator is rst established by simplifying the
true D-D adjoint operator. A theoretical analysis of employing unmatched adjoint operators
is then presented, where the theory in Zeng et. al. [148] is extended to a more general case
where the eigenvalues of the imaging operator pair can be complex. A L2-type regularization
term is also incorporated in the analysis. The convergence condition for a Landweber-type
algorithm when employing unmatched adjoint operators is established. It is shown that the
convergence condition can always be satised by incorporating a properly-designed regular-
ization term, though to a dierent solution from the matched adjoint case. A small-scale,
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stylized study is presented to corroborate the theoretical convergence conditions. Finally, the
proposed unmatched adjoint operator is applied to reconstruct whole-body mouse PACT im-
ages. The results demonstrate that, compared to the matched adjoint operator, the proposed
unmatched operator can accelerate the algorithm by at least six times without signicantly
compromising the reconstructed image quality, and the converging behavior indicates that
the theoretical convergence condition is practically satised for our study.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. First, a review of the interpolation-
based PACT imaging model and some key results from Zeng et. al.'s work [148] regarding
employing unmatched adjoint operator pairs in iterative algorithms is presented in Section
6.2. In Section 6.3, the implementation details of the interpolation-based PACT model are
discussed, and an unmatched adjoint operator is proposed to address the computation issues
in PACT. A theoretical analysis of algorithm convergence when employing an unmatched
adjoint operator is presented in Section 6.4, and a stylized example to corroborate the con-
vergence conditions is presented in Section 6.5. Finally, experimental results for applying the
proposed unmatched adjoint operator to PACT image reconstruction are shown in Section
6.6. The work is summarized in Section 6.7.
6.2 Background
In this section, the canonical PACT imaging model in its continuous and discrete forms is
reviewed. Salient results about the impact of employing unmatched adjoint operators in an
iterative reconstruction algorithm are also presented.
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6.2.1 Recap on interpolation-based PACT imaging model
Recall from Section 2.1.2 that the C-C PACT imaging model is given by [141]
p(rs; t) =

4Cp
Z
V
drA(r)
d
dt
 
(t  jrs rj
c0
)
jrs   rj
!
; (6.1)
where p(rs; t) is the pressure eld at transducer location rs, A(r) is the absorbed optical
density, and , c0, and Cp are, respectively, the coecient of volume expansion, speed of
sound, and specic heat capacity at constant pressure. It is customary to assume that the
acoustic properties within the object and background medium, including the speed of sound
and density, are homogeneous. Recall that Eqn. (6.1) can be conveniently expressed in terms
of the spherical Radon transform (SRT) [129]
g(rs; t) =
Z
V
drA(r)(c0t  jrs   rj); (6.2)
where the function g(rs; t) is related to the pressure eld function p(rs; t) by
p(rs; t) =

4Cp
@
@t

g(rs; t)
t

: (6.3)
In this chapter, it is assumed that point-like idealized transducers are employed. Using the
notation in Section 2.1.3, the C-D imaging model for PACT that maps the continuous object
function to the collection of measured data samples can be expressed as [128]
[u]qK+k = h
e(t) t p(rq; t)

t=kt
(6.4)
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where he(t) denotes the electrical impulse response (EIR) of the transducer, t denotes a
temporal convolution operator.
Further by employing the interpolation-based D-D imaging model introduced in Section
2.1.3, the D-D PACT imaging model that maps the object coecient vector  to the discrete
recorded measurement u is therefore given by:
u  H; (6.5)
where H denotes the interpolation-based PACT imaging operator. We will also refer to it
as the forward operator.
6.2.2 Background on unmatched adjoint operator pairs in itera-
tive reconstruction algorithms
When solving Eqn. (6.5) using iterative reconstruction algorithms, a forward/backward op-
erator pair is a necessary component. If the backward operator corresponds to the adjoint
of the forward operator, the operator pair is said to be matched ; otherwise, if some other
backward operator is employed, the pair is unmatched. Motivations for using unmatched
operator pairs include faster computation [135, 64], eliminating ring-type artifacts in cone-
beam CT [147], more convenient implementation[4], and increasing the convergence rate
[75].
Consider that a generalized Landweber iterative algorithm is employed to solve Eqn. (6.5)
by use of the forward operator H and a general backward operator By. The update step at
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the k-th iteration is
(k+1) = (k) + sBy[u H(k)]; (6.6)
where s > 0 controls the step-size of each iteration. Let T  I  sByH. Equation (6.6) can
be expressed as [148]
(k+1) = T(k) + sByu
= T2(k 1) + s(T+ I)Byu
  
= Tk+1(0) + s(Tk +   +T+ I)Byu:
When the eigenvalues of T, denoted by fig, are all real, the above equation converges if
and only if [148]
max
i
fjijg < 1: (6.7)
This condition indicates that the eigenvalues of sByH reside in the interval (0; 2). Since s
acts as a positive scaling factor, the convergence condition is equivalent to ByH having all
positive eigenvalues.
In conclusion, Zeng et al.'s work [148] showed that when employing an unmatched adjoint
operatorBy in a Landweber algorithm andByH has real eigenvalues, the algorithm converges
if and only if these eigenvalues are all positive.
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6.3 An unmatched adjoint operator for PACT imaging
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the repeated evaluations of the forward and the adjoint opera-
tors are often the primary computation bottleneck in iterative algorithms. To mitigate this,
an unmatched adjoint operator for PACT imaging is introduced that closely mimics the true
adjoint operator but is computationally less burdensome.
6.3.1 Implementation of the forward D-D PACT operator
Recall from Section 2.1.3, the interpolation-based D-D PACT forward operator H can be
decomposed as:
H = HeDG; (6.8)
where G, D, and He are the discrete approximation of the SRT operator, the dierential
operator, and the temporal convolution with transducer EIR, respectively. These three
operators are implemented as [126]:
[G]qK+k = 
2
s
N 1X
n=0
[]n
Ni 1X
i=0
Nj 1X
j=0
n(rk;i;j)  [g]qK+k; (6.9)
[Dg]qK+k =

8Cp2t
(
[g]qK+k+1
k + 1
  [g]qK+k 1
k   1 )  [pideal]qK+k; (6.10)
Hepideal = F 1fF(he)F(pideal)g; (6.11)
where F and F 1 represent the discrete Fourier transform and inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form, respectively.
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6.3.2 Implementation of the matched adjoint operator for the
interpolation-based PACT model
The exact adjoint operator for H in Eqn. (6.8) is dened as Hy = GyDyHey [126], which is
referred to as the backward operator in this work. Each adjoint operator ()y is simply the
transpose of the original D-D operator (), and are implemented as [126]
Heyu = F 1fF(he)F(u)g  ~pideal; (6.12)
[Dy~pideal]qK+k =

8Cp2tk
([~pideal]qK+k+1   [~pideal]qK+k 1)  [~g]qK+k; (6.13)
[Gy~g]n = 2s
Q 1X
q=0
K 1X
k=0
[~g]qK+k
Ni 1X
i=0
Nj 1X
j=0
n(rk;i;j)  [ ~]n: (6.14)
6.3.3 An unmatched adjoint operator for interpolation-based PACT
model
While the forward operator H can be easily and eciently implemented, the backward
operatorHy is dicult to implement eciently. This is partly due to that when implementing
Hy in the interpolation-based model, it is dicult to satisfy the principle \partition on target
results rather than sources" [66] for safe and ecient GPU implementation. In addition, while
the forward operatorG can easily exploit CUDA texture memory to accelerate interpolation-
related operations, evaluating backward operator Gy relies on expensive atomic operations
[126], resulting in a 6-10 times longer runtime for Hy than for H.
To address this problem, we consider an approximation of the adjoint operator, denoted as
Hyunmatched. This operator utilizes a simplied voxel-driven model to mimic the action of H
y,
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and is dened as:
Hyunmatched = G
y
unmatchedD
yHey; (6.15)
[Gyunmatched~g]n = 
2
s
Q 1X
q=0
[~g]~k  [ ~]n; (6.16)
where ~k = (
rsq rn
c0
)=t, and the value of [~g]~k is approximated by linearly interpolating from
its two neighboring samples:
[~g]~k =
c0
jrsq   rnj
[(k + 1  ~k)[~g]qK+k + (~k   k)[~g]qK+k+1]; (6.17)
with k denoting the integer part of ~k. The operatorHyunmatched approximates the operation of
Hy, but is much faster to compute. Theoretical analysis regarding the impact of substituting
a general unmatched adjoint operator Hyunmatched for H
y in iterative reconstruction methods
will be presented in Section 6.4, and the computational eciency of the proposed Hyunmatched
in Eqn. (6.15) will be further discussed in Section 6.6.3.
6.4 Theoretical analysis of unmatched operator pairs
in an iterative reconstruction algorithm
In this section, a theoretical analysis of the convergence of the Landweber algorithm when
utilizing an unmatched forward-adjoint operator pair is presented. The analysis is an ex-
tension of that presented by Zeng and Gullberg [148]. Here, a general case is considered
where the eigenvalues of a non-Hermitian matrix can be complex; we incorporate L2-type
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regularization in the optimization problem, which turns out to be benecial for stabiliz-
ing the iterative algorithm when an unmatched adjoint operator is present; and we provide
validation study results that clearly reect the theoretical conclusions.
To solve the D-D PACT imaging equation u = H, consider minimizing a penalized least
square objective function:
optm = argmin

F () = min

kH  uk22 + kk22; (6.18)
where the second term is a regularization term that promotes the smoothness of solution 
in a transformed domain. The matrix  is an orthonormal projection operator, and  > 0
is the regularization parameter.
Consider a generalized Landweber iterative algorithm for solving Eqn. (6.18), with a forward
operator H and a general backward operator By. The backward operator can either be the
matched adjoint Hy, or any unmatched adjoint Hyunmatched. The update step in Landweber
algorithm is given by [12]
(k+1) = (k) + s[By(u H(k))  (k)]); (6.19)
where the superscript (k) denotes the k-th iteration, s > 0 denotes the step-size for the
update. Here, s is assumed to be the same for all iterations. Let
T  I  s(ByH+ I); (6.20)
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where I is the identity matrix. On substitution from Eqn. (6.20) into Eqn. (6.19), one obtains
(k+1) = T(k) + sByu
= T(T(k 1) + sByu) + sByu
= T2(k 1) + (T+ I)sByu
= Tk+1(0) + (Tk +Tk 1 + : : :+ I)sByu: (6.21)
Denote the i-th eigenvalue of matrix T as Eigi(T). A sucient condition for Eqn. (6.21) to
converge is that [148]
max
i
fjEigi(T)jg < 1;8i: (6.22)
Note that matrix T is in general non-Hermitian, therefore its eigenvalues can be complex.
The notation j  j stands for the magnitude of a complex number.
The convergence condition in Eqn. (6.22) indicates that the eigenvalues of T must fall into
the dotted circle in Fig. 6.1 (centered at the origin with radius 1) in order for the Landweber
algorithm to converge. Hence, the eigenvalues of s(ByH + I) should fall into the shaded
circle in Fig. 6.1, which is simply the dotted circle translated rightwards by 1, therefore is
centered at (1; 0) with radius 1. In addition, because the step-size s provides a positive
scaling factor and can be chosen to scale the eigenvalues of (ByH + I) accordingly, the
condition in Eqn. (6.22) can be rewritten as
real(Eigi(B
yH+ I)) > 0;8i; (6.23)
where the step-size s needs to be properly chosen such that Eigi(s(B
yH+I)) falls into the
open unit circle centered at (1; 0).
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the convergence condition of the Landweber algorithm. The
dotted unit circle indicates the permissible eigenvalue range of T, and the shaded unit circle
indicates the permissible eigenvalue range of s(ByH+ I).
Under this sucient condition, the converged solution of the Landweber algorithm is
(1) = 0 + s(I T) 1Byu
= (ByH+ I) 1Byu: (6.24)
Below, the implications of the convergence condition with dierent choices of By employed
are investigated.
1. Case 1, matched adjoint By = Hy, with no regularization term:
The operator HyH is self-adjoint and positive semi-denite, indicating that its eigen-
values are all real and non-negative. The sucient condition in Eqn. (6.23) can actually
be relaxed to include the origin (0; 0), and the Landweber algorithm will converge to
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the exact pseudo-inverse solution H 1MPu when starting from a zero intial guess, where
H 1MP is the Moore Penrose pseudo-inverse of H (see Barrett et al. [12] for details).
2. Case 2, matched adjoint By = Hy, with the regularization term from Eqn. (6.18):
The rst term in Eqn. (6.23), HyH, is positive semi-denite, and the second term,
I, is strictly positive denite. The summation of the two terms is positive denite,
indicating that its eigenvalues are all real and positive, hence satisfying the convergence
condition in Eqn. (6.23), and the Landweber algorithm will converge to the pseudo-
inverse solution with a regularization term: (HyH+ I) 1Hyu.
3. Case 3, unmatched adjoint By = Hyunmatched, with no regularization term:
The convergence of the Landweber algorithm depends on whether the real part of
Eigi(H
y
unmatchedH) is positive or not, according to Eqn. (6.23). If any eigenvalue of
HyunmatchedH has a negative eigenvalue, the algorithm will diverge. However, unless
both operators Hyunmatched and H have low dimensions, this condition is dicult to
verify in practice.
4. Case 4, unmatched adjoint By = Hyunmatched, with the regularization term
from Eqn. (6.18):
The rst term in Eqn. (6.23) is HyunmatchedH, whose complex eigenvalues may have neg-
ative real parts, and the second term is a scaled identity matrix I. Therefore, we can
always nd a  to make the sum of the two terms have complex eigenvalues with pos-
itive real parts, hence satisfying condition Eqn. (6.23) and resulting in algorithm con-
vergence. However, the converged solution would be (HyunmatchedH+I)
 1Hyunmatchedu,
which would be dierent from the one obtained if the matched adjoint operator were
employed.
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In conclusion, if the matched adjoint operator is replaced by an unmatched adjoint operator
in the Landweber iterative algorithm, it is possible for the algorithm to diverge. However,
we can always incorporate a proper L2-type regularization term and make the algorithm
converge. Nevertheless, the solution will be dierent from the solution achieved by use of
the matched adjoint operator. In practice, if Hyunmatched closely mimics H
y, the converged
regularized solutions for both matched and unmatched case may be very close, as will be
demonstrated in Sections 6.5 and 6.6.
6.5 Validation of unmatched operator convergence anal-
ysis
6.5.1 Validation study design
In this section, a stylized example is presented to corroborate the convergence conditions
in Eqn. (6.23). In order to better analyse and control the eigenspectrum of the operator
HyH, the dimensions of H were intentionally chosen to be small. The object was a 32 32-
pixel Shepp-Logan numerical phantom (see Fig. 6.4(a)), with a pixel size of 0.125 mm. The
simulated PACT imaging system employed a 2D ring-shaped transducer array that surrounds
the phantom. The ring array has a radius of 6.0 mm. A total of 128 transducer elements
were uniformly positioned on the 360-degree ring, each collecting 64 temporal samples at
10.0 MHz. The transducer elements were modeled as point-like transducers with the EIR
modeled as the Dirac delta function in the time-domain. Noiseless forward pressure data were
generated by use of the system matrix H, and noisy forward pressure data were produced
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by adding 25 dB white Gaussian noise to the noiseless data. Inverse crime was employed in
order to eliminate the impact of model error on the convergence analysis [148].
The regularization term in Eqn. (6.18) was chosen to be the standard L2-regularization by
setting  = I. Images were reconstructed by use of the update step of the Landweber
algorithm in Eqn. (6.19). The forward PACT imaging operator H was explicitly calculated
and stored for this example. Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(c) show the eigenspectra of HyH and
HyH+I, which correspond to Case 1 and Case 2 given in Section 6.4. These gures conrm,
as analyzed in Section 6.4, that these two matrices have real and non-negative eigenvalues.
An unmatched adjoint operator, By, was designed such that the eigenspectrum of ByH is the
same as that of HyH, except that the 400th to 405th eigenvalues are scaled and of opposite
sign, thus creating several negative eigenvalues for ByH. This violates the convergence
condition in Eqn. (6.23). However, by adding a L2-regularization term, the eigenvalues of
ByH can be shifted above 0, satisfying the convergence condition again. The eigenspectra
of ByH and ByH+ I are shown in Figs. 6.2(b) and 6.2(c). In addition, zoomed-in views of
all eigenspectra that show the \ipped eigenvalues" are presented in Fig. 6.3.
6.5.2 Validation results
The reconstructed images and convergence curves by use of the Landweber algorithm are
shown in Fig. 6.4 for the noiseless measurement data. All four cases discussed in Section
6.5.1 are included: (b) Case 1, matched adjoint without regularization; (c) Case 2, matched
adjoint with regularization; (d) Case 3, unmatched adjoint without regularization; (e) Case
4, unmatched adjoint with proper regularization. According to the convergence condition
in Eqn. (6.23), the Landweber algorithm should converge for Cases 1, 2, and 4, and should
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.2: (a) Eigenspectrum of HyH; (b) Eigenspectrum of ByH; (c) Eigenspectrum of
HyH+ I; (d) Eigenspectrum of ByH+ I.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.3: (a) Zoomed-in eigenspectrum of HyH; (b) Zoomed-in eigenspectrum of ByH; (c)
Zoomed-in eigenspectrum of HyH+ I; (d) Zoomed-in eigenspectrum of ByH+ I.
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diverge for Case 3, all of which are consistent with the convergence curves shown in Fig. 6.4(f).
From the reconstructed images, we can also see that when no regularization is employed,
small negative eigenvalues introduced by the unmatched adjoint operator will result in a
very bad reconstructed image; however, if properly regularized, the eect of small negative
eigenvalues can be mitigated by the regularization term, giving a reasonable reconstructed
image that is close to the one obtained by use of the matched adjoint operator.
(b)(a) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.4: (a) The ground-truth phantom. (b)-(e) Reconstructed images from noiseless
measurement data, corresponding to the four cases in Section 6.4: (b) Case 1; (c) Case 2;
(d) Case 3; (e) Case 4. (f) Cost-function convergence curves for all four cases, where the
Matched Reg and Unmatched Reg curves almost overlap.
Similar results for noisy measurement data are shown in Fig. 6.5. Again, the simulation re-
sults are consistent with the theoretical prediction given by Eqn. (6.23). In addition, Fig. 6.5
shows that when noise is present, regularization improves the reconstructed image quality
for both the matched and unmatched adjoint cases.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.5: (a) The ground-truth phantom. (b)-(e) Reconstructed images from noisy mea-
surement data, corresponding to the four cases in Section 6.4: (b) Case 1; (c) Case 2; (d)
Case 3; (e) Case 4. (f) Cost-function convergence curves for all four cases, where the Matched
Reg and Unmatched Reg curves almost overlap.
6.6 Whole-body mouse experimental study employing
unmatched adjoint operator
6.6.1 Experimental study design and reconstruction algorithm
A whole-body mouse PACT dataset was acquired previously by the use of a small animal
PACT system illustrated in Fig. 6.6. The system consists of an arc-shaped ultrasound trans-
ducer array that spans 152 degrees over a circle of radius 65 mm. A total number of 64
transducer elements were uniformly positioned on the arc. Laser pulses are directed into
optical bers, which are bundled into rectangular illumination bars to redirect the light
towards the object. During scanning, the object was rotated over a full 360 degrees with
180 equispaced tomographic views. At each view, 1536 pressure samples were recorded at a
sampling rate of 20MHz. In this study, the speed of sound c0 was set to be 1.54 mm/s, and
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the Gruneisen coecient (c20=Cp) was set to be 2:37. All PACT images were reconstructed
in a cubic volume of 29:4 29:4 58:8 mm3 with an isotropic voxel size of 0.140 mm3. More
details regarding the system are described in Ermilov, et al.[33] and Brecht, et al.[16].
Figure 6.6: Schematic of the 3D PACT small animal imaging system.
The following penalized least-squares objective function was formulated to reconstruct the
PACT images:
^ = argmin

ku Hk2 + R(); (6.25)
where  is the regularization parameter, and R() is a smoothness regularization term
dened as
R() =
N 2X
n=0

(n   nx)2 + (n   ny)2 + (n   nz)2

; (6.26)
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where nx, ny, and nz are the neighboring voxels to n along the X, Y, and Z direc-
tions. This regularization term can be considered as a L2-type regularization with a nite-
dierencing operator . The optimization problem in Eqn. (6.25) was solved by use of
the Landweber iterative algorithm analyzed in Section 6.4. Two implementations of the
Landweber algorithms were considered here: (1) the one employing the matched adjoint
operator By = Hy and (2) the one employing the proposed unmatched adjoint operator
By = Hyunmatched. The algorithms were terminated if the dierence in  between consecutive
iterations fell below a small threshold of 110 10, or the number of iterations reaches a max-
imum value of 1200. The values of ,  2 f0; 0:001; 0:01g were chosen to represent dierent
levels of regularization, with  = 0 representing no regularization at all. The values of the
objective function in Eqn. (6.25) were computed as an indication of algorithm convergence.
6.6.2 Reconstruction results for whole-body mouse imaging
In this section, we present the whole-body mouse PACT images reconstructed by use of
Landweber iterative algorithms when both matched adjoint and unmatched adjoint opera-
tors were employed. Because the Landweber iterative algorithm is inherently a generalized
gradient descent (GD) algorithm, we denote the reconstruction method with matched adjoint
as GD-M, and the one with unmatched adjoint as GD-UM.
The reconstructed PACT mouse images with various regularization parameters ( = 0,
0.001, and 0.01) are shown in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9. Each gure contains the maximum
intensity projection (MIP) images of the reconstructed 3D volumes. The top row shows
the results when the matched adjoint operator was employed (GD-M), and the bottom
row shows the unmatched adjoint operator results (GD-UM). The columns from left to
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right correspond to the reconstructed images after 40, 100, 200, 400, and 900 iterations,
respectively. Figure 6.10 displays the objective function values versus iteration numbers
(the top row), and computation time (the bottom row). The bottom row in Fig. 6.10
iter 40 iter 100 iter 200 iter 400 iter 900
(a) GD-M reconstruction, reg = 0
(b) GD-UM reconstruction, reg = 0
Figure 6.7: Reconstructed experimental mouse 3D images produced by use of GD-M and
GD-UM algorithms without regularization. All gures are MIP images.
demonstrates that by using the unmatched adjoint operator, one can reduce the computation
time by approximately a factor of 6. In this study, we can obtain a decent reconstructed image
in less than 40 minutes by use of GD-UM while similar images require around 4 hours for GD-
M. In the meantime, the images reconstructed by use of GD-UM in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 are
qualitatively very close those obtained from GD-M, indicating that employing the unmatched
operator can achieve reconstruction acceleration without compromising reconstructed image
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iter 40 iter 100 iter 200 iter 400 iter 900
(a) GD-M reconstruction, reg = 0.001
(b) GD-UM reconstruction, reg = 0.001
Figure 6.8: Reconstructed experimental mouse 3D images produced by use of GD-M and
GD-UM algorithms with a regularization parameter of 0.001. All gures are MIP images.
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iter 40 iter 100 iter 200 iter 400 iter 900
(a) GD-M reconstruction, reg = 0.01
(b) GD-UM reconstruction, reg = 0.01
Figure 6.9: Reconstructed experimental mouse 3D images produced by use of GD-M and
GD-UM algorithms with a regularization parameter of 0.01. All gures are MIP images.
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(a) reg = 0 (b) reg = 0.001 (c) reg = 0.01
Figure 6.10: The convergence curves of the objective function for the GD-M and GD-UM
algorithms. The top row shows objective function values against iteration number, while
the bottom row shows objective function values against computation time for the rst 300
iterations. (a)  = 0. (b)  = 0:001. (c)  = 0:01.
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quality. In addition, the fact that GD-UM for the unregularized case does not diverge
indicates that the convergence condition given in Eqn. (6.23) is very likely to be satised for
the specic PACT system in this study. Together, these observations demonstrate that the
PACT unmatched adjoint operator Hyunmatched proposed in Eqn. (6.15) closely approximates
the behavior of the true Hy.
6.6.3 Comparison of computational eciency
Below the computational eciency of the GD-M and GD-UM algorithms are analyzed in
more detail.
As mentioned in Section 6.3, both the matched method GD-M and the unmatched method
GD-UM employ HeDG as the forward operator. However for the backward operator, GD-M
employs the exact adjoint operatorHy = GyDyHey, while GD-UM employs the approximated
unmatched adjoint operator Hunmatched = G
y
unmatchedD
yHey. Therefore, the computational
dierence between the GD-M and GD-UM methods is primarily due to the dierence be-
tween Gy and Gyunmatched. It can be seen from Eqns. (6.14) and (6.16) that the computation
of the exact adjoint Gy involves QKNiNj O(1) calculations, while the approximated ad-
joint Gyunmatched involves only Q  O(1) calculations. Though it is dicult to express the
computational complexity of the CG-M adjoint operator in strict big-O notation because Ni
and Nj change with q and k, the product of these two terms is on the order of 10,000 for our
experimental study, making QKNiNj O(1) signicantly larger than QO(1). Compared
to the convolution and nite dierencing operators, the G operators are the major compu-
tation bottleneck, at least for the matched operator case. The details of their computation
times were proled using a single Nvidia K40c GPU card and the results are summarized in
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Table 6.1. The number of summation operations in Eqns. (6.9), (6.14), and (6.16) involved
in a single G, Gy and Gyunmatched computation is denoted by Nsum op, and is shown in the
rst row. The computation time for each summation operation using a single GPU thread is
denoted by Tsum op. The third row in Table 6.1 shows the product of Nsum opTsum op, which
is an estimation of the total computation time if all summations are to be carried out by
a single GPU thread, and can further serve as an indicator to compare the computation
burdens between GD-M and GD-UM. The actual computation time of the entire forward
and backward operators, H, Hy, and Hyunmatched, averaged over 5 iterations using GPU ac-
celerated implementation, is also proled. These results clearly show that the unmatched
adjoint operator is more than 40 times faster than the true adjoint operator in this study,
resulting in an overall acceleration factor of around 6 when the forward and backward op-
erators are considered. Note that by utilizing a multi-threaded GPU implementation, the
computation time can be greatly reduced from the 3rd row to the 4th row in Table 6.1 for
G and Gy. However, the actual computation time of Hyunmatched is longer compared to the
single-threaded estimation Nsum opTsum op. Several reasons may contribute to this: First,
the computation burden for H and Hy is dominated by the SRT operator, while the dier-
encing and convolution operator may contribute more in the case of Hy. Second, while a
larger portion of the computation time may be spent on GPU kernel execution compared to
data transfer between CPU/GPU for G and Gy, this might be the opposite for Gyunmatched
since its computation complexity is much lower, thereby hiding the latency gain by use of
multi-threading in Gyunmatched.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of computation time between GD-M and GD-UM, for a single itera-
tion
fwd operator
adjoint operator
in GD-M
adjoint operator
in GD-UM
Nsum op in G operators 1:2508 1011 1:2508 1011 1:8522 107
Tsum op in G operators 6:92 10 8s 1:3610 10 6s 2:35 10 8s
Nsum opTsum op in G operators 8:655 103s 1:7023 105s 0:4353s
Actual computation time
for H operators
156 s 1000 s 22 s
6.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter introduced the motivation of using an unmatched adjoint oper-
ator to accelerate iterative image reconstruction algorithms, and proposed a practical im-
plementation of an unmatched adjoint operator for 3D PACT imaging. Theoretical con-
vergence conditions when employing an unmatched adjoint operator were derived, which
state that when an unmatched adjoint operator is used, the Landweber may diverge for a
non-regularized problem. However, by incorporating a proper L2-type regularization term,
the algorithm can always be made to converge, though it converges to a dierent solution
from that obtained by use of the matched adjoint operator. The convergence conditions were
corroborated using a stylized computer simulation study. The proposed unmatched adjoint
operator for PACT imaging was applied to a whole-body mouse experiment dataset for com-
parison with a conventional matched adjoint operator. It was shown that the computation
time for getting a reasonable reconstruction was reduced from 4 hours to 30 minutes, and the
reconstructed images were qualitatively very close to the ones obtained by the matched ad-
joint. We also demonstrated that the convergence condition was satised in a practical sense
for the proposed unmatched PACT adjoint operator. The proposed acceleration method
using an unmatched adjoint operator potentially can benet other iterative reconstruction
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algorithms in PACT imaging applications where the computational burden is large, such as
human breast imaging.
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Chapter 7
Clinical results for PACT breast
imaging
In this chapter, some clinical results for PACT breast imaging are presented. In terms of
notations in the following sections, X-direction refers to medial-lateral direction, Y-direction
refers to superior-inferior direction, and Z-direction refers to anterior-posterior direction.
7.1 Designs of the rst- and second-generation PACT
breast imaging systems
Two generations of PACT breast imaging system have been built by our collaborator To-
mowave Laboratories, Houston, TX. Phantom and in-vivo experiments have been conducted
employing both systems. Below we will describe the designs of each system in more detail.
The rst-generation PACT breast imaging system built by Tomowave Laboratories employs
the rotating illumination design introduced in Chapter 4 [81, 34, 83]. A 3D schematic of the
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system is shown in Fig. 7.1(a), and a 2D top-down view of the system is shown in Fig. 7.1(b).
The patient would lay at on the imaging bed, with one breast suspended and immersed
in the PACT imaging module lled with water as acoustic coupling medium. The imaging
module contains a light delivery system and an acoustic detection system. To deliver light,
short laser pulses are directed into optical bers, which are bundled into rectangular frames
to form illumination bars that redirect the light towards the breast. A total number of
eight illumination bars are equally-spaced on one side of the breast (see Fig. 7.1(b)). A
L-shaped acoustic detection system consisting of two 1.10 cm by 65.0 cm linear ultrasound
arrays, each including 48 planar transducer elements with dimensions of 1.10 cm by 1.10
cm and equal spacings of 1.35 cm, is located on the opposite side of the breast to the
illumination bars. Both the light delivery system and the acoustic probe are xed on a
rotating frame. During tomographic scanning, the illumination bars and the L-shaped array
are simultaneously rotated around the breast over a full 360 angular range, which forms
a cylindrical measurement surface with a radius of 80.6 cm and a height of 65.0 cm. Each
transducer elements records 1536 temporal samples at a sampling rate of 12.5 MHz or 20.0
MHz. The total number of angular views varies from 150 views to 1800 views.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the rotating illumination design employed in the rst-generation
system would lead to missing edges and streak artifacts in the reconstructed images. There-
fore, the second-generation PACT breast imaging system built by Tomowave Laboratories,
Houston TX, employs a in-eect stationary illumination design to eliminate data inconsis-
tency issue associated with a RIPACT design. A 3D schematic of the second-generation
system is shown in Fig. 7.2(a), and a 2D top-down view of the system is shown in Fig. 7.2(b).
The design is similar to that of the rst-generation system in terms of the imaging bed, where
the patient's breast is suspended in a water tank, and the light delivery system, where laser
light is redirected into rectangular frames through optical bers to form illumination bars.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: (a) 3D schematic of the rst-generation PACT breast imaging system. (b) a top-
down 2D view of the system, showing the locations of the illumination bars, the transducer
array, and the rotating frame.
Dierent from the rst-generation PACT breast system, a 80-degree arc-shaped transducer
array, on which 96 1.1 cm  1.1 cm planar transducer elements are equally spaced, is em-
ployed to record the pressure signal instead of the L-shaped array. Another major dierence
is that the light delivery system and acoustic detection system are xed on two separate
rotating frames. During the scanning process, the acoustic probe would rotate around the
breast over 360 for Nview = 320 steps to record pressure signal, forming a hemispherical
surface with a radius of 85.0 cm. At each step, with the acoustic probe xed at a particular
view angle, the illumination bars would rotate for Nillum = 8 positions, and the recorded
pressure signal are summed over all Nillum locations. Because the acoustic forward model in
PACT is a linear operation, this is equivalent to having a total number of 8  8 = 64 illu-
mination bars around the breast, allowing the illumination to better cover the entire breast.
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This avoids the data inconsistency problem of RIPACT when applying a conventional recon-
struction algorithm as discussed in Chapter 4 . The sampling frequency of the transducers
in the second-generation system is 20.0 MHz.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: (a) 3D schematic of the second-generation PACT breast imaging system. (b) a
top-down 2D view of the system, showing separate rotations of the light delivery system and
the acoustic probe.
7.2 Clinical results from the rst-generation PACT sys-
tem
The rst-generation system was installed at MD Anderson Cancer Center, TX to perform
breast screening for voluntary patients. The PACT images for two patients, A and B, are
presented.
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The PACT breast images of Patient A are shown in Fig. 7.3. A 3D volume of 85 85 42:5
mm3 was reconstructed from 300 tomographic views, with an isotropic voxel size of 0:25
mm, and a sub-volume of 41:25 52 40 mm3 which contained most structures of interest
was cropped for display purpose. The images are reconstructed by use of the fast iterative
shrinkage thresholding algortihm with a total variation (TV) regularization term (FISTA-
TV) [13], with the regularization parameter chosen empirically. The interpolation-based D-D
PACT model in Section 2.1.3 was employed, with the unmatched adjoint operator introduced
in Chapter 6. Maximum intensity projection (MIP) images along the X, Y, and Z directions
are displayed to better show the vessel structures in the breast, which is the major contrast
for PACT. Some major blood vessels along with the nipple area can be clearly distinguished
in the images shown in Fig. 7.3.
While the MIP images clearly show the major blood vessels, some interesting pathological
structures can be found by looking at the slice images. For the slice images, the back-
projection algorithm is applied to reconstruct the same 3D volume from 1800 tomographic
views, with an isotropic voxel size of 0:125 mm. Figure 7.4 shows possible angiogenesis
sites in this patient. Angiogenesis is a phenomenon in tumor development where continuous
tumor cell reproduction requires more nutrients from the body, therefore new blood vessels
will be developed around the tumor site, which forms a vessel nest. Figure 7.4(a) shows the
MIP image of a thin 6.75 mm slice along the X-direction, located around 14 mm from the
nipple. The MIP image shows two vessel nests with very thin vessels, which may indicate
tumor development in these locations. Figure 7.4(b) shows the two vessel nests highlighted
in yellow and merged with the MIP image across the entire breast volume. It can be seen
from the merged image that how the vessel nests branch out from major vessels.
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Figure 7.3: MIP images of the reconstructed PACT breast volume for Patient A. (a) MIP
image of the X-Y plane; (b) MIP image of the Y-Z plane; (c) MIP image of the X-Z plane.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.4: (a) MIP image of a thin Y-Z slice showing small vessel nests. (b) the small vessel
nests highlighted in the MIP image across the entire volume.
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The images of Patient B are shown in Fig. 7.5. A 3D volume of 120  120  50 mm3 was
reconstructed from 1800 tomographic views, with an isotropic voxel size of 0:25 mm. The
images are reconstructed by use of the back-projection algorithm discussed in Section 2.2.1.
Here, a X-Y slice of the reconstructed volume located around 35 mm from the nipple is
shown in Fig. 7.5(a), in which a negative-contrast core can be found within the breast. This
negative core can potentially indicate the development of a breast tumor. Figure 7.5(b)
shows the X-Y slice containing the negative core being merged with the MIP image across
the entire breast volume.
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Figure 7.5: (a) A X-Y slice of the reconstructed PACT breast volume for Patient B, showing
a negative core. (b) the negative core highlighted in the MIP image across the entire volume.
These results implies that the rst-generation PACT breast imaging system can resolve ma-
jor vessel structures within human breast, along with some pathological bio-markers that
are possibly related to tumor development. However, some reconstructed vessel structures
appeared to be \broken" and missing in Fig. 7.3, indicating unreliably reconstruction; the
contrast of the reconstructed images is not high. These issues are largely due to the data
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inconsistency problem related to the rotating illumination design of the rst-generation sys-
tem.
7.3 Clinical results from the second-generation PACT
system
The second-generation PACT breast imaging system has been tested on a healthy female
volunteer (referred as Patient C). The PACT images reconstructed from 320 tomographic
views employing the back-projection algorithm in Section 2.2.1 are displayed in Fig. 7.6. A
3D volume of 120  120  60 mm3 was reconstructed with an isotropic voxel size of 0:25
mm. MIP images along the X, Y, and Z directions are displayed. The logarithmic MIP
images are shown in Fig. 7.7, to better show some low-contrast structures deep within the
breast. It can be seen from Figs. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7 that most vessel structures can be resolved
clearly, and the contrast and resolution of the images are much improved compared to the
rst-generation system.
As introduced in Section 7.1, the separate rotating frames for illumination and acoustic
probe in the second-generation system help to eliminate the data inconsistency problem
while delivering sucient illumination for the entire breast, therefore resulting in improved
image quality. However, the trade-o of such system design is that the scanning time is
increased for around Nillum times, where Nillum = 8 is the number of rotating steps for the
illumination rotating frame. Therefore, it is desirable to reduce the number of tomographic
views as much as possible for the second-generation system, and iterative reconstruction
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Figure 7.6: MIP PACT breast images for Patient C. All images are reconstructed from 320
views employing BP. (a) MIP image of the X-Y plane. (b) MIP image of the Y-Z plane. (c)
MIP image of the X-Z plane.
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Figure 7.7: Logarithmic MIP PACT breast images for Patient C, reconstructed from 320
views employing BP. (a) Log MIP image of the X-Y plane. (b) Log MIP image of the Y-Z
plane. (c) Log MIP image of the X-Z plane.
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algorithms can often produce more appealing images in this few-view scenario, compared to
analytical methods. Some related results are presented below.
A few-view measurement dataset was constructed from 80 views from the original 320-
view dataset by taking the f1; 5; 9; : : : ; 317g-th views. Both back-projection and FISTA-TV
reconstruction algorithms were applied on the few-view dataset. The reconstructed images
from the back-projection algorithm and the FISTA-TV algorithm are shown in Fig. 7.8 and
Fig. 7.9, respectively, and some zoomed-in regions are compared in Fig. 7.10. The logarithmic
MIP images are presented in order to show the dierences between the two methods in both
high- and low-contrast structures. It can be seen from the MIP images that the FISTA-
TV images are in general less noisy and reveal more ne structures. Figure 7.10 further
corroborates that the FISTA-TV images shows more ner vessel structures.
In conclusion, the second-generation PACT breast system achieves much better resolution
and contrast compared to the rst generation system. Though the number of tomographic
views need to be reduced for this design in order to achieve a short scanning time, ne vessel
structures can still be reconstructed by use of iterative algorithms.
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Figure 7.8: Log MIP images reconstructed from 80 views employing BP. (a) Log MIP image
of the X-Y plane. (b) Log MIP image of the Y-Z plane. (c) Log MIP image of the X-Z plane.
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Figure 7.9: Log MIP images reconstructed from 80 views employing FISTA-TV. (a) Log
MIP image of the X-Y plane. (b) Log MIP image of the Y-Z plane. (c) Log MIP image of
the X-Z plane.
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(a) BP reconstruction
(b) FISTA-TV reconstruction
Figure 7.10: Comparison between the BP and FISTA-TV reconstructed images for some
zoomed-in regions.
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Appendix A
Optical and acoustic property values
used in breast phantom simulation in
Chapter 3
Table A.1: Optical and acoustic property values
Tissue type a(cm
 1) s(cm 1) g n sound speed (m/s) density (kg/m3)
Background (water) 0 0 0.99 1.33 1500 1000
Blood vessel 9 179 0.975 1.38 1584 1040
Skin 0.08 500 0.99 1.40 1650 1150
Fat 0.05 159 0.95 1.40 1470 937
Fibroglandular 0.04 133 0.95 1.40 1515 1040
a: optical absorption coecient.
s: optical scattering coecient.
g: scattering anisotropy.
n: refractive index.
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Appendix B
Formal denition of a wave front set
used in Chapter 4
The formal denition of a wave front set and additional background information on microlocal
analysis is provided below [44].
Denote the space of compactly supported smooth functions as D(RN) and its dual space
as D0(RN). Further denote the space of functions that are dierentiable for all degrees as
E(RN) = C1(RN) and its dual space as E 0(RN). Next we dene smooth and decay rapidly.
Denition 1 A function A(r) is said to be smooth if it is in E(RN ).
Denition 2 A smooth function A(r) is said to decay rapidly on a conic open set V if, for any integer n,
there is a constant Cn such that jA(r)j  Cn(1 + jrj) n;8r 2 V .
Dene the singular support of a function A(r), sing supp(A) as the complement of the largest
open set on which A(r) is in C1. Dene frequency set as follows [44]:
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Denition 3 Let A(r) 2 E 0(RN ). We dene the frequency set (A) of A(r) as the set of all directions
 2 RN n 0 in which F(A) does not decay rapidly in any conic neighborhood of  (F denotes Fourier
transform).
For A(r), sing supp(A) gives the location of the singularities in A(r), and the frequency set
(A) describes all directions along which A(r) is singular. By introducing a cuto function
' 2 D(RN), we can simultaneously describe the location and direction of a singularity:
Denition 4 Let A(r) 2 D0(RN ). The localized frequency set of A at r 2 Rn is dened as
r(A) =
\
('A) : ' 2 D(RN ); '(r) 6= 0: (B.1)
Then the localized frequency set r(A) is the set of directions along which A(r) is singular
at r. This gives the formal denition of a wave front set:
Denition 5 Let A(r) 2 D0(RN ). The wave front set of A(r) is given by:
WF [A] = (r; ) 2 RN  RN n 0;where: r 2 sing suppA;  2 rA: (B.2)
From Theorem 11 in [17], a function A(r) is smooth if and only if its wave front set is empty.
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Appendix C
RIPACT imaging model and
interpretation - discrete case, in
Chapter 4
In this appendix, the imaging model for RIPACT is presented in its discrete form. This
model is employed to provide a physical interpretation of an image reconstructed image by
use of a conventional linear PACT reconstruction operator that assumes a stationary light
uence distribution.
C.1 D-D imaging model for RIPACT
Recall a conventional D-D PACT imaging model in Eqn. (4.2):
~u = H: (C.1)
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In RI-OAT, if the number of tomographic views is J and the number of elements in the
acoustic probe is Ktrans. The total number of transducer locations Q = JKtrans. The
dimension of the system matrix in Eqn. (C.1) is M  N = QL  N = JKtransL  N . The
matrix H can be expressed as
H =

HT1 H
T
2 : : : H
T
J
T
; (C.2)
where Hj 2 RKtransLN denotes the sub-matrix of H that maps the optical absorption map
to the recorded data when the transducer is at the j-th view angle. We denote the discrete
optical absorption energy density map at the j-th view angle as j, and the pressure data
recorded by the transducer array at this view angle as ~uj. The D-D RI-OAT imaging model
is given by
~u =
266666664
~u1
~u2
...
~uJ
377777775
=
266666664
H1 1
H2 2
...
...
HJ J
377777775
(C.3)
=
266666664
H1
H2
. . .
HJ
377777775
266666664
1
2
...
J
377777775
(C.4)
= HaugA; (C.5)
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where A =

T1 ; : : : ; 
T
J
T
is an augmented solution vector and Haug 2 RMNJ is an
augmented system matrix that is block diagonal and dened in terms of the view-specic
system sub-matrices Hj, j = 1;    ; J .
Note that (C.5) describes a mapping to the measurement data from a collection of J estimates
of object function, and these J vectors will generally be distinct in RI-OAT. In current
implementation of OAT reconstruction methods, it is generally desired to produce a single
estimate of the object function that can be readily interpreted. And it is impractical to
invert the D-D imaging equation (C.5) and reconstruct A for the following reasons.
1. First, the RI-OAT system matrix Haug is highly rank decient, making the problem
ill-posed.
2. Second, the size of the augmented system matrix Haug, which is J times larger than
the original H in conventional OAT, adds an extremely heavy computational burden
to any iterative reconstruction method.
In practice and in this study, a conventional iterative reconstruction method based on
Eqn. (4.2) is employed.
C.2 Interpretation of image reconstructed using a dis-
crete form of the FBP method
The discretized form of the FBP method used in Section 4.4.4 can be decomposed into the
product of two operators: the adjoint operator of H and a ltering matrix F. Here, we
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assume that the lter independently acts on the measurement data corresponding to each
transducer element. The estimated solution can be expressed as
^RI = HyF~umeas (C.6)
= HyF

~uT1 ~u
T
2 : : : ~u
T
J
T
= Hy

~vT1 ~v
T
2 : : : ~v
T
J
T
; (C.7)
where Hy denotes the adjoint operator of H, ~uj is the measurement data recorded by the
transducer at i-th view angle, and ~vj is ~uj ltered by F. Dene the masking matrix Mk as
Mk =

0LL; : : : ; 0LL; ILL; 0LL; : : : ; 0LL

(C.8)
where there are (k   1) 0LL matrices before the identity matrix ILL, and (J   k) 0LL
matrices after it. By applying the adjoint operator of the augmented system matrix Haug to
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the measurement data, one obtains
Aest = H
y
augF~umeas (C.9)
=
266666664
Hy
Hy
. . .
Hy
377777775
266666664
My1
My2
. . .
MyJ
377777775
F
266666664
~u1
~u2
...
~uJ
377777775
(C.10)
=
266666664
Hy
Hy
. . .
Hy
377777775
266666664
My1
My2
. . .
MyJ
377777775
266666664
~v1
~v2
...
~vJ
377777775
(C.11)
=
266666664
(Hy
266666664
~v1
0
...
0
377777775
)T (Hy
266666664
0
~v2
...
0
377777775
)T : : : (Hy
266666664
0
0
...
~vJ
377777775
)T
377777775
T
(C.12)
=

^T1 ^
T
2 : : : ^
T
J
T
: (C.13)
Then, by comparing Eqn. (C.7) with Eqn. (C.13), one obtains
^RI =
JX
j=1
^j; (C.14)
Eqn. (C.14) is the discrete analog of Eqn. (4.10). This indicates that when the discrete form
of the FBP method is employed, the image reconstructed in RI-OAT, ^RI , can be interpreted
as a superposition of estimates of ^ that are reconstructed from each of the J limited-view
subproblems.
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Appendix D
Optical property values used in
Monte Carlo simulation in Chapter 4
In Table D.1 we list the optical properties we used in the Monte Carlo simulations.
Table D.1: Representative Optical Properties Used in
Monte Carlo Simulation
Tissue type a(cm
 1) 1 s(cm 1) 2 g3 n4
Water 0 0 0.99 1.33
Normal breast 0.03 80 0.95 1.40
Breast tumor 0.3 100 0.95 1.40
Blood vessel 9 179 0.95 1.40
Skin 0.08 93 0.80 1.40
1 a: optical absorption coecient.
2 s: optical scattering coecient.
3 g: scattering anisotropy.
4 n: refractive index.
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Appendix E
Optical properties used in Monte
Carlo simulation in Chapter 5
The optical properties used in the Monte Carlo simulation are listed in the following table.
Table E.1: Representative Optical Properties Used in Monte Carlo Simulation
Tissue type a(cm
 1) s(cm 1) g1 n2
Water 0 4e-6 0.99 1.33
Normal breast 0.14 7.5 0.95 1.40
Breast tumor 0.64 100 0.95 1.40
Blood vessel 8 179 0.95 1.40
Skin 0.08 93 0.80 1.40
1 a: optical absorption coecient.
2 s: optical scattering coecient.
3 g: scattering anisotropy.
4 n: refractive index.
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